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Abstract 

The work described in this dissertation was motivated by a desire to better understand 

the cellular pathology of ischemic stroke. Two of the three bodies of research presented herein 

address and issue directly related to the investigation of ischemic stroke through the use of 

diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWMRI) methods. The first topic concerns the 

development of a computationally efficient finite difference method, designed to evaluate the 

impact of microscopic tissue properties on the formation of DWMRI signal. For the second body 

of work, the effect of changing the intrinsic diffusion coefficient of a restricted sample on 

clinical DWMRI experiments is explored. The final body of work, while motivated by the desire 

to understand stroke, addresses the issue of acquiring large amounts of MRI data well suited 

for quantitative analysis in reduced scan time. In theory, the method could be used to generate 

quantitative parametric maps, including those depicting information gleaned through the use of 

DWMRI methods. 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to several topics. A description of the use of DWMRI 

methods in the study of ischemic stroke is covered. An introduction to the fundamental 

physical principles at work in MRI is also provided. In this section the means by which 

magnetization is created in MRI experiments, how MRI signal is induced, as well as the 

influence of spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation are discussed. Attention is also given to 

describing how MRI measurements can be sensitized to diffusion through the use of qualitative 

and quantitative descriptions of the process. Finally, the reader is given a brief introduction to 

the use of numerical methods for solving partial differential equations.  

In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, three related bodies of research are presented in terms of 

research papers. In Chapter 2, a novel computational method is described. The method reduces 

the computation resources required to simulate DWMRI experiments. In Chapter 3, a detailed 

study on how changes in the intrinsic intracellular diffusion coefficient may influence clinical 

DWMRI experiments is described. In Chapter 4, a novel, non-steady state quantitative MRI 

method is described.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

1.1 Stroke 

A stroke occurs when a portion of the circulatory system supplying a region of the brain 

with nutrients and oxygen fails. A stroke typically falls under one of two broad categories, 

hemorrhagic and ischemic. A hemorrhagic stroke occurs when a blood vessel ruptures within 

the brain. An ischemic stroke occurs when a blood vessel is occluded. In both cases, cerebral 

blood flow to that volume of tissue will either be reduced or stopped completely. Tissue in 

these regions may be damaged or die. Stroke victims experience a spectrum of symptoms. In 

some of the worst cases severe cognitive impairment or death may result. Stroke is both 

devastating and fairly common.  According to The American Heart Association Heart Disease 

and Stroke-2013 Update [1], it was estimated that roughly 6.8 million Americans have suffered 

a stroke. Approximately 795,000 people experience a new or recurrent stroke each year in the 

US alone. Stroke is responsible for 1 in every 19 deaths in the United States, making it the 4th 

leading cause of death. It is the leading cause of long term disability. The direct and indirect 

cost of stroke to the US was estimated at 38.6 billion dollars in 2009. In the same year, 87% of 

the cases were classified as ischemic stroke and it was estimated that 15% of all strokes were 

preceded by a transient ischemic attack (TIA). The devastating personal and fiscal impact of 

stroke has motivated research geared toward understanding, preventing, diagnosing, and 

treating the condition. These realities serve to justify the research reported in this dissertation. 

The works described herein are focused on furthering our understanding the cellular pathology 

of ischemic stroke through the use of DWMR methods.  

Over the hours following an ischemic event, affected tissue undergoes a series of 

physical and chemical changes at the cellular level. It is known that, within minutes, nutrients 

and oxygen energetic reserves within brain tissue are significantly reduced [2, 3]. Cellular 

swelling occurs [2, 4] and, in turn, the geometry of the extracellular space and its diffusive 

properties are altered [5]. Experiments conducted in our lab have suggested that the intrinsic 

intracellular diffusion coefficient also decreases as -NTP is depleted [2]. If circulation is not 

restored to the ischemic region in a timely manner, cell death will occur in regions where 

cerebral blood follow has been completely occluded and the damage to the tissue will be 

irreversible. Volumes of tissue may also exist wherein circulation has been significantly 

reduced. If blood flow can be restored to these regions, damage may be stopped and even 

partially or fully reversed [1]. Although these findings constitute promising progress towards 

understanding the stroke process and treating the disease, a great deal remains unknown 
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about the cellular changes during stroke and how these changes affect results observed in MRI. 

DWMR methods are extremely sensitive to the changes that take place in cerebral tissue that 

has been subjected ischemic conditions [6, 7]. Though the reasons for the sensitivity are not 

completely understood, it is believed that the changes in tissue microstructure alluded to above 

play a significant role [2-5, 7-9]. How water diffusion and microscopic obstructions to diffusion 

influence DWMR measurements is a topic that is central to understanding the research 

discussed herein. A historical account of how the field of MRI developed is now given, 

culminating in the discovery of DWMRI measurement sensitivity to changes in cerebral tissue 

that result from ischemic stroke. 

1.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

Our discussion begins with a description of the physical origins of the signal observed in 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements. NMR was, and still is, the acronym used for 

spectroscopic magnetic resonance measurements.  When this methodology was used to create 

images of the human body, the word “nuclear” was dropped and the word “imaging” was 

added, resulting in the familiar acronym MRI.  The physical phenomena being measured in each 

is the same.  The quantum mechanical bases of NMR methods will be covered briefly and with 

justifying the use of a classical description as the objective. A more complete description of the 

physical principles discussed below can be found in “Principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Microscopy” by Paul T. Callaghan and the references provided therein [10].  Following this, the 

Bloch equations will be presented and the classical picture will be used to explain how a time 

varying EMF can be induced in a coil placed near a sample in an NMR system. The basics of 

imaging, including the ingenious method used to create a Fourier relationship between the 

observed NMR signal and the spatially dependent signal carrier density of a sample as well as 

slice selection are covered. The influence of spin-spin and spin-lattice interactions will be 

touched upon. Finally, the Bloch equations with relaxation terms will be presented. 

NMR methods have been used for some time in a multitude of scientific, medical, and industrial 

applications. Here, the focus will be on the use of clinical MRI systems to investigate the 

diffusive properties of water in biological tissue. With this in mind, our discussion of the 

physical principles at work begins by considering the nuclei of a single molecule of water. Of 

particular interest is the net spin of each nucleus in the molecule. The most abundant isotope 

of oxygen, 16O, has no net nuclear spin. However the nuclear spin of the most common isotope 

of hydrogen, 1H, is ½. If one were to define a coordinate system, the likelihood of finding either 

hydrogen nucleus attached to a molecule of water with a z spin component of +½ or –½ would 

be approximately equal under normal conditions. The spin angular momentum of the hydrogen 

nucleus, essentially a proton, is related to the magnetic moment  

I  . (1) 
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where µ is the quantized magnetic moment associated with the proton, I is the quantized spin 

angular momentum of the proton,  is the gyromagnetic ratio of the hydrogen nucleus, and  ħ 

is Planck’s constant divided by 2π. If the molecule is immersed in a magnetic field oriented 

parallel to the z direction, these two degenerate energy states would split. This is known as 

Zeeman splitting. 

The energetically favorable state is the one wherein the z component of the magnetic moment 

associated with the particle is aligned with the magnetic field. The state requiring greater 

energy to occupy is the state wherein the z component of the spin of the hydrogen atom is 

counter aligned with the primary magnetic field. Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of level splitting. 

The energy of the degenerate levels is set to zero. The energies of these state relative to the 

degenerate state are approximately – ½ 0B  and +½ 0B  for the energetically favorable state 

and energetically unfavorable state respectively, where 0B is the strength of the primary 

magnetic, or imaging, field.  

 

Figure 1.1.  Zeeman splitting of the ground state of the hydrogen nucleus (proton). 

When discussing the magnetic moment associated with a single molecule of water, a classical 

picture is clearly inappropriate. The use of a classical picture in NMR and MRI is justified by the 

fact that a huge number of nearly identical hydrogen molecules contribute to the MR signal and 

it is the ensemble average that is measured. Even in high resolution MRI a conservative 

estimate for the volume of water that could be represented by a volume element, or voxel, is 

roughly 1 mm3. Within this small voxel, roughly 2x1022 protons are present. Assuming that the 

protons are non-interacting and immersed in a thermal bath at body temperature the split 
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energy states of the hydrogen atoms will be populated according to the Boltzmann distribution. 

Given a sample with a populated by N protons, N- protons will occupy the energetically 

favorable state according to 
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and N+ protons will occupy the energetically unfavorable state according to  
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where bk is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature of the sample in Kelvin. The figure 

of relevance is difference between these two populations 
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At field strengths found in current commonly used clinical imaging systems, 1.5 T and 3.0T, the 

energy separation of the two states is extremely small compared to the thermal energy of the 

sample. Thus, the difference in population can be given by the first order approximation 

0 bN N B k T  .  (5) 

If a sample in a 1.5 T imaging system at body temperature were interrogated, the 

difference in population between the two states would be expected to be on the order of 

1x106. This is more than enough to constitute an ensemble and a classical description can be 

used. The resulting magnetic moment vector is the dipole moment induced in a volume of 

water immersed in a strong magnetic field. This induced dipole moment per unit volume is 

called the magnetization. It is the magnetization that is used to produce the observed signal in 

MRI. A large portion of this report will focus on how the magnetization can be manipulated 

such that it changes in a quantitatively predictable manner in the presence of certain sample 

properties, diffusion in particular. From here on, the magnetization will be described using a 

classical vector. The discussion can now be turned to describing how the MR signal is produced 

and how it is related to the magnetization. 

Most discussions about NMR and MRI methods that involve the use of a classical vector 

description of the magnetization can safely begin with the work of Felix Bloch on nuclear 

magnetic induction and the aptly named Bloch equations. The principles outlined in his 1946 

publication “Nuclear Induction” remain the cornerstone of many NMR and MRI methods in use 
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today [11]. When the magnetic moment of a hydrogen nucleus is immersed in an applied 

magnetic field, a torque will be exerted on the moment 

 Γ μ B .  (6) 

As a result, the moment will precess about the imaging field at a rate of 

B   .  (7) 

The rate and direction of the precession of the magnetic moment is a function of the strength 

of the primary field, the local magnetic field, and the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus. The 

same is true for the magnetization. If the magnetization associated with a voxel does not lie 

along the same direction as the applied magnetic field, it will precess about it at the Larmor 

precession frequency of a hydrogen nucleus. Consider a small spherical volume element of 

water immersed in a strong magnetic field oriented in the z direction. The component of the 

magnetization parallel to the primary field, Mz, is often referred to as the longitudinal 

component. Components of the magnetization that lies in a plane orthogonal to the primary 

field, Mx and My, are frequently called transverse components. Figure 1.2 shows a pictorial 

depiction of the system in the laboratory frame of reference. 

 

Figure 1.2.  Larmor precession of the magnetization (M) about the magnetic field (B).  

In figure 1.2, B is the strength of the external magnetic field and  is the rate of 

precession of the magnetization. The precessing magnetization of a volume element can be 

thought of as a rotating magnet, producing a time varying magnetic field. Where the transverse 

component of the magnetization is large enough and its rate of rotation high enough, a 

measureable electromotive force (EMF) can be induced in a properly oriented conducting loop. 
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Figure 1.3 shows a simple illustration of such a system where B0 is the strength of the imaging 

field and the evolution of the induced EMF for this ideal case.  

 

Figure 1.3.  The transverse component of the magnetization (MT) can be thought of as a rotating 

magnetic field. A time varying EMF, similar to the one depicted, can be induced in a properly oriented 

conducting loop. It is this induced EMF that is used to generate signal and make measurements in NMR. 

This measurement is referred to as the MR signal. The above description should also serve 

highlight the very direct link between the sample magnetization and the observed signal. If we 

turn our attention back to Figure 1.3, the conducting loop could be used to detect a time 

varying magnetic field produced by the transverse component of the rotating magnetization or 

it could be used to apply a time varying field to influence the magnetization. This is precisely 

what is done in order to rotate the magnetization about an axis other than the z-axis. In this 

case, the magnetization will not lie exclusively the z direction. Neglecting all other influences, 

the time rate of change of the magnetization for the three components is given by the Bloch 

equations 

 
    x

x

dM t
t t

dt
 M B ,  (8) 

 
    y

y

dM t
t t

dt
 M B , (9) 

a 
 

    z

z

dM t
t t

dt
 M B . (10) 
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where M(t) is the time dependent magnetization vector and B(t) is the magnetic field vector. 

The time varying magnetic field capable of producing the desired effect, that is easiest to 

describe theoretically, is one that rotates in the transverse plane in the same direction and with 

the same frequency as the hydrogen nuclei. A number of types of excitation coils have been 

designed to accomplish this [12, 13]. The effect on the magnetization can be more easily 

understood in a frame of reference that is rotating about the z-axis at 0 [14-16]. In this frame 

of reference, the x’-axis will be defined as the direction along which the magnetic field created 

by the coil is oriented. The direction of this small rotating magnetic field will be constant in the 

frame of reference. The magnitude of the time varying field created by the coil is small relative 

to the primary field. Here that means that the field created by the coil does not appreciably 

change the direction of the primary magnetic field. In the most commonly used clinical MRI 

systems in use today, the primary magnetic field is on the order of Tesla while the time varying 

magnetic field is typically on the order of several Gauss. This constitutes a negligible 

perturbation to the primary field and the two can be considered separately. The influence of 

the rotating field, now static in the rotating frame of reference, on the magnetization is the 

same as that which the primary field would have on a transverse component of the 

magnetization. The magnetization is rotated about the field created by the coil according to 

x xB   . (11) 

Under ideal conditions, the magnetization will be rotated such that it will always lie in 

the z’- y’ plane in the rotating frame of reference. In the laboratory frame, the magnetization 

would be seen to spiral away from the positive z-axis while the time dependent magnetic field 

is applied. Figure 1.4a shows a depiction of this process in the rotating frame of reference. 

Figure 1.4b shows this process in the laboratory frame of reference. The time varying field is 

applied for as long as is required to rotate the magnetization through the desired angle. As the 

Larmor precession frequency in many clinical MR experiments commonly falls in the radio 

frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum, the time varying field generated by the 

excitation coil is colloquially referred to as a radio frequency or RF pulse. The means by which 

the signal is produced in nuclear magnetic resonance has been covered using a classical picture. 

The method used to create an image can now be discussed. 
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Figure 1.4.  The path that the tip of the magnetization (M) traces as it is rotated into the transverse 

plane is shown in a) the laboratory frame of reference and b) a frame of reference rotating about the z-

axis at a rate of 0. 

If the sample is much larger than one of the voxels previously discussed and the water 

density distribution function, (r), of the sample is a function of location, the sample can be 

viewed to be comprised of a large number of voxels. An RF pulse can be employed to rotate the 

magnetization associated with each of these elements into the transverse plane 

simultaneously. The measured signal (S) is proportional to the sum of the complex transverse 

component of the magnetization associated with the volume elements in the sample, 

multiplied by the volume element [17, 18] 

  0i t

i ii
S v e


 


  r .  (12) 

In equation 12, iv is the ith volume element with proton density, ρ(ri). The coefficient 

accounts for a number of properties of the NMR equipment in use [10]. In practice, this is a 

complicated function that accounts for the impact of factors such as frequency response of the 

measuring device. However, for the sake of understanding the basics of MRI, it can be 

considered a constant. Where the volume elements are small relative to the dimensions of the 

sample this discrete summation can be approximated as an integral of the magnetization 

density function over the physical dimensions of sample 

.  (13) 

 

1.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

Central to understanding how images are generated using magnetic resonance methods 

is attaining an understanding of MR imaging gradients. An imaging gradient generates an 
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additional magnetic field. The additional magnetic field always points along the z-axis but its 

magnitude is linearly dependent on a spatial direction. The strength of an imaging gradient, 

G(t), is frequently measured in mT/m. We will define a vector k(t) such that 

 
0

( )
t

t
t t dt   k G  .  (14) 

The reason for the choice of variables will become obvious once the influence of the gradients 

are incorporated into the signal equation.  With this new definition, the MR signal equation can 

be rewritten as 

.  (15) 

If the spatially independent phase term is taken out of equation 15 and absorbed into ’, 

, (16) 

and the Fourier relationship between the observed signal and the spatially dependent proton 

density distribution is readily seen. Equation 16 indicates that imaging data is collected in the 

coefficients of functions within the space conjugate to the imaging space. The conjugate space 

in which the data is collected is referred to as k-space, or Fourier space. Samples in k-space can 

be selected by the manipulating the intensity and duration of the imaging gradients, G(t’ ), and 

the time, t, at which signal is measured in equation 15. Figure 1.5 shows a simple strategy for 

acquiring multiple points in k-space for a two dimensional image.  The blue line in Figure 1.5 

shows how measurements can be made in k-space. When a sufficient number of data points 

have been collected in k-space to achieve the field-of-view (1/k) and spatial resolution (1/kmax) 

desired, a Fourier transform of the data is conducted. The result is the construction of a map of 

the spatially dependent density function in the number of dimension prescribed, i.e. one, two, 

or three dimensions.    0( )i t

v

S d e
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Figure 1.5.  A basic strategy for acquiring data in Fourier or k-space. The blue line depicts the path 

through k-space that the signal follows as the strength and/or direction of the imaging gradient and the 

duration over which the gradient is applied changes. Black dots indicate points in k-space where 

measurements of the signal are made. 

Without modification of the protocol outlined in the previous section, MRI would be a 

somewhat cumbersome imaging method to implement. In most samples of interest the 

magnetization density function may have significant dependence on all three spatial directions. 

Where this is the case, large data sets for construction of three dimensional images would be 

required to generate maps of the proton density function at high resolution. If a two 

dimensional data set is collected for sample with significant extent in all three physical 

dimensions, the final dimension is essentially projected onto the two dimensional image. This 

can be prevented through a process call slice selection [19, 20]. 

A cross section of the sample is selectively excited by first applying a slice selection gradient. A 

slice selection gradient is similar to an imaging gradient. An additional magnetic field is 

generated which is oriented in the slice-select direction (herein defined as the z-direction) and 

its magnitude is linearly dependent on a direction perpendicular to the plane to be imaged. This 

results in a linear dependence of the Larmor precession frequency of the protons within the 

sample on the direction in which the slice selection gradient applied. The time varying magnetic 

field generated by the coil was previously defined as isochromatic. Assume now that the coil 

generates a time varying magnetic field which has a rectangular profile in the frequency 

domain. This time varying field will selectively rotate protons within the sample with Larmor 

precession frequencies that are contained within the spectral description of the time varying 
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magnetic field produced by the coil. The magnetization within a physical plane of finite width 

will be rotated and thus capable of producing a measurable signal. Figure 1.6 shows a pictorial 

depiction of how slices can be selected using a time varying magnetic field with bandwidth . 

Data points are then selectively collected in k-space such that when the Fourier transform is 

preformed, a two dimensional image of the selected slice is generated. Figure 1.7 shows a 

representative k-space dataset and its inverse Fourier transform which results in a spatial map 

of magnetization.   

 

Figure 1.6.  The process of slice selection is depicted. When a slice select gradient is applied, the spatial 

location of nuclei will depend on its spatial location along the direction of the gradient, the z direction in 

this case. If a time varying magnetic field with a rectangular profile in the spectral domain of band width 

 is applied only the protons with corresponding resonant frequencies will be excited. These protons 

will fall within the spatial range z. For a three dimensional sample, this means that a slice of thickness 

z has been selected. 
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Figure 1.7.  a) A two-dimensional k-space data set and  b) the resulting image reconstructed via an 

inverse Fourier transform. 

The ideal cases covered in the previous section should serve to show how magnetic 

resonance methods can be used to collect data suitable for creating an image. However, a 

number of topics were omitted for pedagogical purposes that cannot be ignored in practice: For 

example, the effects of magnetization relaxation. 

Consider, once again, the small spherical sample shown in Figure 1.2. In the previous 

sections, the means by which the magnetization of such a sample could be rotated so that a 

component of the classical vector resides in the transverse plane were described. In the picture 

created there is no mechanism described by which the magnetization would return to the 

equilibrium position from which it was perturbed. In this picture, the magnetization would 

remain oriented at a constant angle relative to the z-axis and continue to precess indefinitely. 

This is, of course, not the case in any experiment. Ultimately, the mechanisms by which the 

magnetization will return to its equilibrium position are tied to spin-lattice interactions and 

spin-spin interactions [21-23]. The processes by which the longitudinal and transverse 

components of the magnetization return to their equilibrium values are referred to as T1 and T2 

relaxation, respectively. A rigorous quantitative description of these processes would require us 

to turn to a quantum mechanical treatment of the phenomena and is beyond the scope of this 

introduction. Phenomenological models of both effects have been developed. These 

quantitative descriptions will be employed here. 

Where the magnetization has been rotated away from the z-axis, the longitudinal 

component of the magnetization will be less than what is was in its equilibrium position. Spin-

Lattice interactions serve to return this component to its equilibrium value. In a pure sample of 

water, the magnitude of the longitudinal component (ML) will return to its original value 

exponentially according to 
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In equation 17, T1 is the characteristic time over which this relaxation to equilibrium of the 

longitudinal magnetization occurs. T1 is a function of the composition of a sample and its value 

is frequently used to characterize materials studied using MR methods.  

Any dephasing of the magnetization in the transverse plane (MT) will serve to reduce the 

ensemble magnitude.  Depahsing may be caused by spin-spin interactions as well as from 

magnetic field inhomogeneities.  If left unperturbed, the transverse component will diminish 

towards zero exponentially according to  

.  (18) 

In equation 18, T2* is the characteristic time over which the relaxation of the transverse 

component of the magnetization occurs. Once again, its value is strongly dependent on 

material composition and can be used to characterize materials. Figure 1.8 shows the evolution 

of the magnitude of the transverse component of the magnetization (blue), the longitudinal 

component of the magnetization (red), and the magnitude of the magnetization vector (green) 

for a sample with a T1 of 750ms and a T2* of 500ms. The value of T1 will always be greater or 

equal to that of T2*. It can be helpful to point out that this relaxation process is not equivalent 

to the magnetization tipping back toward its equilibrium value. The magnitude of the 

magnetization vector is not conserved. Where no additional external influences are introduced, 

the magnitude of the magnetization has a maximum value when it reaches thermal equilibrium. 

If one could observe the path traced by the tip of the rotating magnetization of a uniform 

sample in the laboratory frame of reference, it would spiral radially inward and move in the 

positive z-direction in a manner prescribed by equation 17 and 18. Figure 1.9 is analogous to 

Figure 1.3. Here the collective effect on the induced EMF of T1 and T2* relaxation is qualitatively 

shown. 
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Figure 1.8.  The evolution of the normalized transverse (blue), longitudinal (red), and total (green) 

magnetization vector magnitudes following a 90 degree RF pulse are shown as a function of time. 

 

Figure 1.9.  The depiction shown is analogous to that shown in figure 1.3. The attenuation of the EMF 

with respect to time can be attributed to T2 relaxation of the transverse component of the 

magnetization. This should serve to provide the reader with some intuition for how T2 relaxation can 

alter the observed signal. 
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Until this point the characteristic relaxation time T2* has been mentioned, but not the 

relaxation time so often used to identify a material, T2. It was mentioned that transverse 

relaxation processes were, in part, caused by local and static magnetic field inhomogeneities. A 

static field inhomogeneity is a constant, spatially dependent deviation from the ideal value of 

the primary magnetic field. Variations in field strength across a voxel are typically small. The 

portion of the transverse magnetization reduction caused by static field inhomogeneities can 

be recovered [24]. How this is accomplished is not critical to understanding the work reported 

here. In contrast, local inhomogeneities are usually associated with nuclei interacting with the 

fields associated with other molecules in the sample. Reduction of the transverse component of 

the magnetization caused by these types of interactions is irreversible. The characteristic time 

over which the magnetization relaxes irreversibly is T2. The quantitative treatment of T2* and 

T2 are identical. The equation governing T2 relaxation is 
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 .  (19) 

T1 and T2 relaxation have a significant impact on the measured signal. In the images shown in 

Figure 1.10, differences in T1 and T2 differ in various regions of the brain and yield contrast in 

the image. Where samples are investigated which have complex microstructure, the signal is 

actually a function of a large number of sample properties [10]. In section 1.3 the basics of MR 

imaging were described by demonstrating that the collected signal is related to the water 

density distribution function. Figure 1.7 was shown as an example of a k-space data set next to 

a reconstructed image. However, Figure 1.7 is not a proton density map. Notice that the 

ventricles, the dark bean shaped features in the center of the image of the brain, are dark 

relative to other regions in the image. These regions should be occupied by cerebral spinal fluid 

(CSF), fluid that should have a high water content relative to gray or white matter. Figure 1.7 is, 

in fact, a T1 weighted image. This means that the experimental protocol used was designed in 

such a way that the other effects that are suspected to influence the results of the imaging 

experiment are minimized. Differences in intensity seen in the image provided are primarily a 

function of T1 relaxation. Similar images can be generated for other tissue properties. Figure 

1.10A shows a T1-weighted image of a human brain. Figure 1.10B shows a T2-weighted image of 

the same subject. Images like the ones shown in Figure 1.10A,B have proven to be invaluable 

for identifying regions of soft tissue with differing biological properties.  The term weighted 

implies that the effects described above play a significant role in determining the intensity 

values in the resulting images. As has been stated, attaining a quantitative measure of how 

much influence a particular biological property has on an MR measurement is challenging. It is 

also generally recognized as a particularly valuable objective [25]. The ability to quantitatively 

understand how the measured MR signal is related to the properties of biological tissue would 

greatly facilitate our search for non-invasive imaging biomarkers, improve our understanding of 
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living tissue, increase our ability to monitor the progression of disease state, rapidly determine 

therapy efficacy, and more. 

 

Figure 1.10.  Two property “weighted” MRI images are shown. a) Is a T1-weighted image and b) is a T2 

weighted image. 

The Bloch equations can be modified to account for the effects of T1 and T2 relaxation [14]: 
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The Bloch equations, and extensions of them, are frequently employed to understand the 

behavior of the magnetization [14, 16, 17, 26-35]. These equations are helpful in evaluating the 

influence of relaxation processes on the time rate of change of the magnetization. The Bloch 

equations and derivatives of them have been used to devise additional strategies for sensitizing 

MRI signal to other sample properties and dynamic processes. For example, magnetization can 

be manipulated such that it is changed by molecular diffusion [16, 26, 28, 36-38]. Much of the 

work described in this report is focused on understanding the results of experiments conducted 

using DWMR methods. Many of the physical principles required to understand how a sample 
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may be prepared such that diffusion alters it have been described. However, before moving 

forward, the topic of diffusion need be discussed in some detail. 

1.4 Molecular Diffusion and Diffusion Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DWMRI) 

Many transport processes, vital to cell survival, are driven by molecular diffusion [39]. 

Molecular diffusion is the random walk experienced by each molecule in a sample caused by 

collisions with other molecules [40]. The application of MR methods to study the diffusive 

properties of materials samples predates the development of MRI techniques. Hahn, Carr and 

Purcell were the first to report on the influence that diffusion may have on MR measurements 

[26]. In 1956, H.C. Torrey modified the phenomenological Bloch equations to include the effects 

of diffusion [16].  Stejskal and Tanner described a method for measuring self-diffusion 

coefficients using bipolar pulsed diffusion gradients methods in 1965 [28]. Three years later, 

Tanner and Stejskal derived their equation for signal attenuation in a restricted sample using 

the short gradient pulse (SGP) approximation [41]. These pioneering works were critical to the 

development of DWMR, both as a means of sensitizing MR measurements to diffusion, or 

diffusion like processes, and to restrictions to diffusion, i.e. tissue microstructure [10].  For this 

reason, theoretical background on these works are provided here. 

MRI measurements are sensitized to diffusion through the application of diffusion 

gradients. Diffusion gradients are, in principle, very similar those used in imaging [28]. Once 

again, a magnetic field is generated which points along the z-axis. This additional field is, as with 

imaging gradients, linearly dependent on a spatial direction. The primary differences between 

diffusion gradients and imaging gradients are their intended function and strength. Gradients 

used to sensitize MR measurements to diffusion are typically several orders of magnitude larger 

than those employed for imaging. The use of imaging gradients does result in a very small, 

typically negligible, amount of diffusion weighting. Measurements of diffusion will be sensitive 

to diffusive processes along the direction that the diffusion gradient is applied.  MR methods 

that measure molecular diffusion are an important component of the body of work described in 

this dissertation. For this reason, it is helpful to develop a strong understanding for how MR 

measurements are sensitized to diffusion.  

Figures 1.11 through 1.13 serve to show the physical picture of the mechanism at work in 

DWMRI measurements. For the sake of simplicity, the following description does not take into 

account relaxation effects.  Figure 1.11 shows a pictorial representation of a rectangular bipolar 

diffusion gradient with strength G, duration delta, and separation Delta.  In Figure 1.11, the 

horizontal axis depicts the passage of time and the vertical axis depicts the gradient strength.  

is the diffusion gradient duration,  is the diffusion time, G is the gradient strength, and TE is 

the echo time. A simple example of a diffusion weighted experiment will suffice to give a 

qualitative understanding of what takes place over the course of DWMRI experiment. 
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Figure 1.11.  A graphical description of a bipolar diffusion gradient is shown. The horizontal axis depicts 

the passage of time. The vertical axis represents diffusion gradient strength. G is the diffusion gradient 

strength,  is the diffusion gradient duration, and  is the diffusion time. While  is generally thought of 

as the time allowed for diffusive processes to take place, assigning this meaning to the variable is not 

strictly appropriate. 

In the descriptive figures shown in this section, the vector used to describe the transverse 

magnetization of each circular element shown is depicted in a frame of reference rotating at 

0. Figure 1.12 shows a one dimensional string of small samples and the transverse 

magnetization associated with each. It is informative to study the case where no diffusion is 

present. Figure 1.12A-D shows the relative phase of each element at key points in time over the 

course of the experiment. In Figure 1.12A, all of the elements are in phase. This represents the 

state of a perfectly prepared sample immediately following the application of an RF pulse. 

Figure 1.12B depicts a time immediately following the application of the first diffusion gradient, 

a relative phase is imparted on each element in the one dimensional string of samples, 

dependent on their position along axis of the diffusion gradient direction. The point in time 

immediately preceding the application of the second diffusion gradient is shown in figure 1.12c. 

Note that in the absence of diffusion, the physical picture is the same as that shown in figure 

1.12B. The second diffusion gradient is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction relative to 

the first applied diffusion gradient. As is shown in figure 1.12D, this second gradient is intended 

to eliminate the relative phase imparted on the elements across the sample. The resulting 

picture is identical to that shown in Figure 1.12A. In the absence of diffusive processes, the 

magnetization can be completely refocused and no decrease in signal takes place due to the  
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Figure 1.12.  A simple model of the diffusion encoding process is depicted for the case wherein water 

“elements”, represented by circles, and the “transverse magnetization”, represented by arrows, 

associated with each are stationary over the time period between applied diffusion gradients. 

application of the diffusion gradients (ignoring relaxation). Figure 1.13 shows the same series of 

pictures with one significant difference. The elements will be allowed to diffuse from the point 

in time immediately following the application of the first gradient to a point in time 

immediately prior to the application of the second diffusion gradient.  Again, these figures 

assume that no diffusion occurs during the application of the diffusion gradients. The physical 

picture depicted by Figure 1.13A and 13B are identical to those shown in figure 1.12A and 12B, 

with one critical difference. In contrast to Figure 1.12C, Figure 1.13C shows how the elements 

may be displaced if they were allowed to undergo a random walk due to a diffusion-like 

process. Note the absence of the elements labeled with green vectors in Figure 1.13B. These 

have diffused out of the region depicted. Additionally, there are several elements shown where 

red vectors are used to describe the magnetization and that they have phases that were not 

present in Figure 1.13B. Elements with red vectors are those that have diffused into the region 

shown from either side. Once again, during the application of the second diffusion gradient, it is 

assumed that all elements remain in the positions shown in Figure 1.13C. Figure 1.13D shows 

how the phase of each element is effected by the second diffusion gradient. Of great 

importance is the fact that the magnetization of an element that has been displaced will not be 

reoriented such that it has the phase that it had before the application of the first diffusion 
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gradient. As the signal generated by such a sample is proportional to the vector summation of 

the magnetization over the elements in the sample, the signal will be reduced relative to the 

case shown in shown in Figure 1.12D. Though this is only a one dimensional model of the 

process, this picture should help describe how displacement of elements in a direction 

perpendicular to the direction of the diffusion gradient has no impact on the measured signal. 

In the pictures shown, a displacement up or down, would have no effect on the final phase of 

the magnetization associated with the element. This physical description of diffusion weighting 

should provide intuition for how diffusion gradients serve to attenuate the measured signal.  

We will now move forward with a more quantitative treatment of the process. 

 

Figure 1.13.  A simple model of the diffusion encoding process is depicted for the case wherein water 

“elements”, represented by circles, and the “transverse magnetization”, represented by arrows, 

associated with each are allowed to undergo a diffusion-like random walk over the time period between 

applied diffusion gradients. 

1.5 Diffusion Propagator Theory 

One of the more informative ways of looking at the quantitative description of DWMRI 

is by way of propagator theory [28, 42, 43]. A more complete treatment of the propagator 

theory summarized here can be found in “Principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Microscopy” by Paul Callaghan [10].  This text has proven invaluable to the author and is the 

main source for the brief description provided here. 
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We begin by first defining the probability of finding a particle at position r at time t0 to 

be (r|t0). If some time, t, is allow to pass the function may change, yielding anew probability 

density distribution function,  (r’|t0+t). These two distributions can be related to one another 

as the following:  

     0 0, | , ,t t d P t t     r r r r r .  (23) 

For our purposes,  can be thought of simply as the spin carrier, i.e. water, density distribution 

function (r,t). When equation 23 is used to describe molecular diffusion, P(r|r’, t) is the 

diffusion propagator. The diffusion propagator can be thought of as the probability that a 

molecule found at location r at time t0 will be found at location r’ at time t0+t. This function 

contains an enormous amount of valuable information about the diffusive properties of a 

system. For the sake of understanding the bodies of work presented in this document, it is only 

important to know that one way of determining the diffusion propagator is by treating it much 

like a classical diffusing concentration. This means that the function satisfies Fick’s classical 

diffusion equation [44]. As an example, consider the case of one dimensional free diffusion. 

Finding an expression for the diffusion propagator is equivalent to finding the solution to Fick’s 

classical diffusion equation in one dimension, 
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for the appropriate boundary conditions 

.  (25) 

In free diffusion the probability density function must go to zero at x = +∞ or –∞.  Solving 

equation 24 using equation 25 and the boundary conditions described yields 

.  (26) 

Having a quantitative form describing the diffusion process, how the diffusion propagator is 

related to the DWMRI signal can now be covered. 

1.5.1 The short gradient pulse approximation: 

Before discussing realistic DWMRI experiments, it is extremely helpful look at a case 

wherein an infinitely short diffusion gradient pulse is employed [38, 41, 45]. Consider a bipolar 

rectangular diffusion gradient experiment wherein the gradients employed are so short that    | ,0P x x x x  
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any changes in the final signal due to molecular motion taking place over the application of the 

gradient is negligible. Additionally, the time between the applications of the pulses is long 

relative to the duration of the pulses. These assumptions are collectively referred to as the 

short gradient pulse (SGP) approximation. Figure 1.11-1.13 depict this situation.  

Changes in the observed signal can be related to the diffusion propagator as follows:  

.  (27) 

The ratio on the left hand side of equation 27, S(G,,)/S0, is the ratio between the signal 

observed in a DWMRI experiment and an otherwise identical experiment where no diffusion 

weighting was used. Ratiometric measurements like these are often used in MR experiments 

[10]. Here, the use of a ratio would, ideally, rid the measurement of any T2 relaxation effects. As 

will be discussed in detail later, this is not always the case. For the time being, it will be 

assumed. The details of the derivation of equation 27 are informative, but not critical to 

understanding the works presented herein. However, of the utmost importance is the fact that 

the observed signal is explicitly related to the diffusion propagator and the parameters used to 

characterize the influence of the MR experiment.  

Determining the signal attenuation for the case of free diffusion is straightforward. Inserting 

equation 26 into equation 27 yields the result: 

.  (28) 

 Equation 28 shows the familiar exponential relationship between MR signal and the diffusion 

weighting for free diffusion.   

1.5.2 Restricted diffusion 

Diffusion of water in biological tissue is far from free [6, 37, 41, 42, 46-54]. Cell 

membranes as well as the microstructural properties of the intracellular and extracellular space 

alter the diffusion propagator and, thus, the DWMRI signal. Tissue microstructure is 

complicated and investigating its impact on DWMRI measurements is even more complicated.  

Simple cellular geometries that can be described mathematically are often employed in 

mathematical simulation. Consider a sample of water bound by two infinite, parallel, reflecting 

barriers separated by a distance, a. Once again, we assume that the SGP approximation is 

satisfied. Equation 27 can be employed again. However, it is immediately apparent that the 

diffusion propagator will not be described by equation 26. In the directions parallel to the 

reflecting plates, diffusion is free but in the direction perpendicular to the reflecting planes, the 
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form of the propagator is significantly different. If one reflecting plane is place at the origin and 

oriented such that it lies in the y, z plane and the second plane is positioned at x = a, parallel to 

the first plane, the solution to equation 27 becomes 

(29) 

Equation 29 predicts the attenuation of the DWMRI signal measured from water diffusing 

between two impermeable barriers assuming bipolar, rectangular diffusion gradients that 

satisfy the SGP approximation. This result was first presented by Tanner and Stejskal [41]. In 

equation 29, G|| is the component of the diffusion gradient oriented parallel to the reflecting 

plates. Note how the term in equation 29 that contains this is identical to the free diffusion 

solution. The rest of the equation deals with the effect of the component of the diffusion 

gradient, G†, oriented in a direction perpendicular to the reflecting boundaries. The equation 

may strike some readers as almost spectral in form. It is interesting to note that if we now 

reexamine equation 27 after viewing equation 29, it also hints at the potential of this 

quantitative description. A Fourier relationship between the diffusion propagator and the signal 

can be seen [42]. If one could conduct experiments as they have been described, the diffusion 

propagator could be constructed in much the same way an image is in MRI. Unfortunately, this 

relationship cannot be fully realized. It is not possible to create the diffusion gradients 

described above. The gradient strengths required to achieve an observable amount of signal 

attenuation and satisfy the SGP approximation would have to be much larger than any gradient 

that can be generated by MR systems currently available. As a result, diffusion gradients of 

significant duration are employed to produce measurable changes in the DWMRI signal [10]. 

Incorporating diffusion gradients of finite duration into the quantitative description of DWMRI 

signal formation is surprisingly challenging. An exact analytical solution can only be found for 

the case of free diffusion. The solution was derived by Stejskal and Tanner [28]. Employing 

bipolar, rectangular diffusion gradients the DWMRI signal equation can be expressed as 

.(30) 

Equation 30 quantitatively describes the normalized signal at the end of the DWMRI 

experiment. For the sake of familiarizing the reader with jargon commonly used in in the MRI 

community, the “b-value” is defined as 
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The b-value is used as a metric to describe how diffusion weighting has been imparted in a 

DWMRI sequence. The higher the b-value, the greater the diffusion weighting is generally 

thought to be. As will be shown in Chapter 3, where restrictions to diffusion are present, this 

this is not always the case. 

 1.5.3 Gaussian Phase Distribution 

Where samples containing restrictions to diffusion are considered, analytical solutions 

for the equations of interest have been found for only a very limited number of cases using 

assumptions that are valid only under a limited set of circumstances. Many of these solutions 

employ the Gaussian Phase Distribution (GDP) approximation [37, 52, 55]. Without going into a 

great detail, the GDP approximation is an assumption made about the distribution of the 

phases associated with the elements of magnetization within a sample at the end of a DWMRI 

experiment. The approximation is known to not be satisfied where restrictions to diffusion 

exist. However, the solutions derived through its application have been shown to be in 

agreement with other analytical solutions for the appropriate situations and it is typically in 

better agreement with numerical estimates of the DWMRI signal than solutions arrived at 

through the use of the SGP approximation. One such solution, derived by Balinov et al., is used 

for comparison in a work presented in Chapter 3. Further discussion of the GDP approximation 

is not entirely helpful at this point. Further consideration would only serve to illustrate how the 

relationship between the diffusion propagator and the measured signal becomes more opaque 

than it is in solutions developed using the SGP approximation. In addition, these solutions still 

fail to capture crucial features of biological tissue, like the existence of the extracellular space 

and water exchange across the cellular membrane.  In order to account for these, we will turn 

to numerical methods. 

1.6 Numerical solutions for the Bloch-Torrey equations 

Where they can be found, analytical solutions are generally preferable over numerical 

estimates. This can be attributed to the informative nature of analytical solutions. For example, 

the dependence of the diffusion propagator on the intrinsic diffusion coefficient and diffusion 

time in equation 28 and 29 is clear and the equations can be used to develop expressions for 

how the function will change in response to variations of different variables. In contrast, the 

dependence of an estimated result, found using numerical methods, on incorporated variables 

is harder to determine. However, many situations of interest exist for which the equations of 

interest have no analytical solution [10]. Here, for example, we wish to better understand how 

the DWMRI signal is influenced by diffusion gradients of finite duration, spatially dependent 

intrinsic diffusion coefficients, variation of the intrinsic intracellular diffusion coefficient, 

semipermeable cellular membranes, and spatially dependent relaxation processes. To the best 

of our knowledge, no analytical solutions for the relevant differential equations exist. As a 
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result we turn to numerical methods. The work presented in appendix A describes a 

computationally efficient numerical method for determining DWMRI for complex tissue 

models. Before evaluating the work, it is helpful to introduce the equations of interest and 

some of the general properties of the numerical method used to solve them in the present 

work. 

As their name implies, the Bloch-Torrey equations are an extension of the Bloch 

equations and include the effects of diffusion and diffusion gradients [16]. The time rate of 

change of the magnetization is described using three equations for a sample containing one 

species of spin, e.g. water molecules. While these equations can be developed in the laboratory 

frame of reference, it is significantly easier to explain how numerical methods can be used to 

estimate how the magnetization evolves if these equations are rewritten in a frame of 

reference rotating at 0. Here, we will restrict our discussion to the transverse components of 

the magnetization, 

, (32) 

. (33) 

Numerical methods can be employed to find solutions for the above equations through 

the use of any number of numerical strategies [32, 33, 56-65]. Three of the most prolific 

numerical methods employed for problems such as these are Monte-Carlo methods (MCM), 

finite element methods (FEMs), and finite difference methods (FDMs). The development of a 

computationally efficient FDM is presented in Chapter 2 and Appendix 1. The basics of FDMs 

will be described here. 

FDMs are frequently employed to solve partial differential equations like the Bloch-

Torrey equations. In order to use numerical methods, the equations are first discretized. The 

process of discretization is fairly simple. Consider a continuous function that is dependent on 

one spatial dimension and time A(x,t). Though A(x,t) is continuous , it can be represented as an 

array of values calculated for A(x,t) at discrete spatial and temporal intervals. A(x,t) can be 

calculated at each point, or node,  
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When each node is separated by an equal distance, x = x1-x0)/N, the numerical method in use 

is called a FDM. Now consider the first spatial derivative of A(x,t). The manner by which this 

derivative can be approximated in the discrete picture is 

. (35) 

The result of taking the discrete derivative will be another array of values representing the first 

spatial derivative of A(x,t). The process can be repeated to find higher order spatial derivatives 

such as  

.  (36) 

Many partial differential equations relate a partial derivative of a function with respect to time 

to a partial derivative of the same function with respect to a spatial direction. For example, 

consider the discretization of equation 24, 

.  (37) 

It is important to note that, in this equation, the first temporal index on the left hand side of the 

equation, j+1, is increased by one relative to every other temporal index in the equation. This 

means that it is a “time forward” FDM. Solving for An
j+1 yields 

.  (38) 

Given A(x,t) at time t0, A(x,t+Jt) can be estimated by iteratively applying equation 38. 

This method can be used to estimate the evolution of the magnetization by discretizing 

the Bloch-Torrey equations in the rotating frame of reference according to 

, (39) 

.  (40) 
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One key feature of FDM should be noted. In the simple example provided above, the change in 

the discrete representation of A(x,t) over a time step is a function of neighboring values in the 

array. At the edges of a spatial region being considered, the neighboring point is missing. 

Handling of this depends on the problem being solved. One of four different types of boundary 

conditions is often appropriate.  Where the value of the function is known at the boundaries 

Dirichlet boundary conditions can be used. The value of A(x,t) can be calculated at the edge and 

used in the discrete equations. If the rate of change at the boundary is known, Neumann 

conditions can be used. Of course, this means that yet another type of condition, one wherein a 

linear combination of the function value and its rate of change are known. This is known as the 

Robin condition. For some problems, it is known that the value of the function is equal at either 

edge. Where this assumption can be made, periodic boundary conditions can be used. In this 

case, the first and last value in the array used to represent A(x,t) can be treated as neighboring 

points. 

The boundary conditions listed above represent four of the most common conditions 

used. Of course many other boundary conditions may potentially be used. Where one wishes to 

solve the discrete Bloch-Torrey equations shown in Chapter 3, within a volume on the order of 

1000 m3, none of the treatments above are appropriate [32, 33, 58].  The work presented in 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation addresses this point in detail.  All of the basic concepts required to 

review the work presented in this dissertation have been described above.  

 1.7 DWMRI in Ischemic Stroke 

In 1977, a method for obtaining images of human subjects using MR methods was 

developed by Lauterbur et al. [17]. However, it would be years before diffusion weighting 

would be incorporated into an imaging technique [66]. In 1990, Moseley et al. reported 

hyperintensities in DWMRI investigations in a cat model of ischemic stroke [6]. A similar 

observation was made in human patients by Warach et al. in 1995 [7]. DWMRI images and 

diffusion maps of an ischemic stroke patient are shown in Figure 1.14.  Figures 1.14A and 1.14B 

show images without diffusion weighting (b = 0 ms/m2) and with diffusion weighting (b = 1 

ms/m2), respectively.  The region of ischemia is readily seen in the diffusion-weighted image. 

Figure 1.14C shows a parametric map of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).  The ADC is 

the negative natural log of the ratio of the intensities, determined on a voxel by voxel basis, of 

Images 1.14A and 1.14B [28, 66].  It is important to note that the ADC does not actually 

constitute a measurement of the intrinsic diffusion coefficient in tissue (See Chapter 3).  The 

ADC of a region of interest (ROI) that has suffered ischemic insult is approximately 40% lower 

than the ADC calculated for a region containing normally perfused tissue. Decreases in ADC in 

ischemic regions between 20% and 60% have been observed [6, 7]. Though these findings were 

initially reported some time ago, the reasons for the presence of the hyperintensities in DWMRI 
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of stroke patients and the reduction of the ADC in corresponding parametric maps are not 

completely understood.   

 

Figure 1.14 . A) An image reconstructed from data that was not diffusion weighted (b = 0 ms/m2), B) an 

image reconstructed from data that was diffusion weighted (b = 1 ms/m2). C) an ADC map calculated 

from images shown in A) and B) on a voxel by voxel basis. 

Cellular swelling, changes in cellular membrane geometry and properties, increased 

tortuosity of the extracellular space [5], significant differences in relaxation properties between 

cellular compartments [58, 67], and decreases in intrinsic diffusion coefficients associated with 

the intracellular compartment [2, 3, 68-70] have all been suggested as potential contributors to 

the observed changes in DWMR measurements following ischemic stroke. A number of 

investigations have been carried out to evaluate, or eliminate, potential contributors from the 

relatively long list of potential candidates. To date, most reports are in agreement regarding the 

effect of cellular swelling on the ADC [4, 5, 71]. Though somewhat counterintuitive, cellular 

swelling is believed to decrease the measured ADC in spite of the fact that it increases the 

characteristic restriction length presented by the cellular membrane. Briefly, cell swelling 

effectively shifts water from the extracellular space, which has a higher ADC, to the intracellular 

space which has a lower ADC.  In addition, cell swelling will cause changes in the extracellular 

space that might serve to increase tortuosity and reduced the ADC.  The fact that the 

experimental methods used in DWMRI will change the measured ADC confounds the problem.  

How DWMR parameters alter measurements is more difficult to discuss without going into 

technical detail. The topic will be given a significant amount of attention in later chapters.  

Through in vivo, in vitro and in silico studies of ischemic stroke and further investigation of how 

the experimental protocol may impact DWMR measurement, we hope to gain insight into what 

takes place in tissue subjected to ischemic conditions at a cellular level.  An underlying 

assumption that motivates the work in this dissertation is that a more thorough understanding 
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of the biophysical tissue properties affecting measured ADC values will likely result in better 

treatments.   

1.8 Summary 

This dissertation is presented in three related bodies of work. Each has been motivated 

by the need to better understand the cellular pathology of stroke through the use of DWMR 

methods. In the first, a computationally efficient time-forward center-space finite-difference 

method for solving the Bloch-Torrey equations is described. The method decreases the time 

required to run simulated DWMRI experiments involving complicated tissue models are 

employed.  In the second body of work the computational method is used to understand the 

effects of tissue properties and experimental parameters on experimentally measured ADC 

values. The impact of changes in the intrinsic diffusion coefficient within a restricted geometry 

using parameters relevant to common clinical DWMR measurements is investigated in detail. 

Lastly, a new method for collecting imaging data is presented. The suggested method is 

intended to generate large numbers of imaging data sets suitable for rigorous quantitative 

analysis. 
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Chapter 2 Abstract 

 DWMRI methods are a valuable tool for the noninvasive investigation of the 

microstructural properties of biological tissue. However, analytical solutions for the 

charictaristic equations of interest, the Bloch-Torrey equations, have not been found for tissue 

models that capture the complexity of biological tissue. In order to quantitatively understand 

results of DWMRI experiments numerical methods are often employed. One of the drawbacks 

to using such methods is that they often require large, sometimes prohibitively large, 

computational resourses to implement. The work presented here describes a computationally 

efficient numerical method for the simulation of DWMRI experiments.. 

In the previous chapter, the topic of numerical methods was touched upon. A time 

forward finite difference method was described as an example. Issues with treatment of the 

discrete equations at the edges of the region considered, i.e. boundary conditions, were 

alluded to. In this first body of research reported in this dissertation, the development of a 

computationally efficient numerical finite difference method for solving the Bloch-Torrey 

equations is presented.  This is achieved through the use of a substitution for the spatially and 

temporally dependent complex magnetization vector. This substitution allows for the use of 

periodic boundary conditions in simulations of DWMRI experiments. A detailed description of 

the method is provided in the published work “A finite difference method with periodic 

boundary conditions for simulations of diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance experiments in 

tissue” included as appendix A. A copy of the code used to generate simulated data from 

multiple DWMR experiments is included in Appendix B. 
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Chapter 3 Abstract 

Purpose: 

Recent experiments have suggested that the intrinsic intracellular diffusion coefficient in 

biological tissue begins to decrease within minutes of being subjected to ischemic conditions. in 

this paper we report results of  simulations of diffusion-weighted MRI(DWMRI) experiments 

that investigate the interaction between  the intrinsic diffusion coefficient of water within a 

restricted geometry and the length of diffusion gradient pulse duration  Additional simulations 

show how reduction in intracellular diffusion may impact DWMRI observations of ischemic 

stroke. 

Methods: 

A combination of analytical solutions and numerical methods are used to characterize DWMRI 

signal evolution over the course of simulated experiments for water in restricted geometries. 

Multiple simulations were carried out that vary common experimental parameters as well as 

important physical geometry A computational method and model of biological tissue were then 

used to suggest how a decrease in intracellular diffusion coefficient may influence results from 

clinical DWMRI measurements  of ischemic stroke. 

Results: 

The duration of the diffusion gradients pulses used in DWMRI experiments strongly interacts 

with the intrinsic diffusion coefficient of water in restricted spaces. Paradoxically, DWMRI signal 

attenuation decrease with increasing intrinsic diffusion coefficient when long gradient pulses 

were employed.   Simulations employing realistic models of biological tissue suggested that 

reductions in intracellular intrinsic diffusion coefficients may have the counterintuitive effect of 

increasing intracellular signal attenuation and ADC values in clinical DWMRI of stroke. 

Conclusions: 

When long diffusion gradients are employed, a counterintuitive decrease in DWMRI signal 

attenuation with increasing intrinsic diffusion was observed in simulations of simple restricted 

geometries.  Results suggest that this counterintuitive effect could be observed in clinical 

DWMRI measurements and may impact the reduction of ADC measured following an ischemic 

event. 
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3.1  Introduction 

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWMRI) is a valuable tool for non-

invasively investigating the microstructural properties of biological tissue. The utility of DWMRI 

methods to clinicians and researchers has been apparent for some time [1]. An important 

application for DWMRI is in the diagnosis of ischemic stroke and for measuring changes in 

tissue properties following ischemic insult. Hyperintensities on DWMRI images are spatially 

correlated with regions of ischemic tissue and indicates the presence of infarcted tissue.  The 

hyperintensities were initially observed over two decades ago in a cat model of ischemic 

stroke[2] and was observed in human stroke patients soon thereafter [3]. Diffusion properties 

in tissue can be quantified using DWMRI methods by carrying out multiple DWMRI experiments 

and generating apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps. The calculated ADC in regions 

affected by ischemia generally decrease by 20% to 60% relative to the ADC in normal tissue [2, 

3]. Many mathematical models have been proposed, and many experimental studies have been 

carried out to determine the physical mechanisms responsible for the ischemia-induced 

hyperintensities and decreases in ADC.  However, these observations are still not completely 

understood. A better understanding of the effect of ischemia on tissue properties would enable 

better identification of tissue affected by stroke and improved treatment of stroke patients.  

Understanding the biophysical mechanisms responsible for changes in DWMRI 

measurements is extremely challenging. This can be attributed to the fact that DWMRI 

measurements are sensitive to a large number of microscopic biological tissue properties. For 

example, it has been demonstrated that DWMRI measurements are sensitive to restrictions to 

diffusion [4-6], the geometry of those restrictions [7-9], and the intrinsic diffusion coefficient(s) 

present within those geometries [10, 11]. Interactions with the cellular membrane and 

membrane permeability may also have a significant influence on measurements [12-14]. 

Compartmental differences in T2 relaxation times may also play a role in DWMRI [7, 15-17]. 

Finally, the effect that these biophysical properties have on experimental results will depend on 

the specific imaging parameters employed in the DWMRI measurement [6, 18, 19]. This is most 

apparent in the dependence of DWMRI results on the diffusion time employed [20, 21]. 

Quantitatively determining the relative contribution of these factors and their interactions with 

experimental parameters is difficult.  Exact analytical solutions for DWMRI signal attenuation do 

not exist for even simple geometries, e.g. water diffusing between two impermeable plates, 

when modeling realistic diffusion experiments, i.e. those using gradient pulses with finite, non-

negligible duration [1]. Numerical methods and simulations, while not having the simplicity of 

analytic solutions, can be very helpful in this regard.  Important biophysical and experimental 

parameters can be incorporated into numerical models of realistic DWMRI experiments and the 

effect of parametric changes on the results can be visualized.   Such visualization methods can 

be extremely instructive and provide a better understanding of experimental or clinical results. 
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Recently, our laboratory reported results of a series of bioreactor experiments which 

probed changes in the intracellular space of cells subjected to ischemic conditions. One 

conclusion of the study was that the intrinsic intracellular diffusion coefficient decreases as 

energy reserves are depleted [22, 23]. These conclusions, however were based on simulation of 

DWMRI results using the short gradient pulse (SGP) approximation, which assumes the duration 

of individual diffusion gradients is much shorter that the diffusion time, i.e.  (Figure 3.1).  

The SGP approximation is almost never valid for DWMRI experiments with short diffusion 

times, e.g. oscillating gradient diffusion experiments, and is not valid for virtually any DWMRI 

experiments carried out on commercial clinical scanners.  The gradients on these scanners are 

not strong enough to produce desired diffusion weighting in short amounts of time.  In this 

report, the results of simulations of realistic DWMRI experiments, i.e. ones with finite diffusion 

gradient pulses, in restricted geometries are presented. One-dimensional simulations of water 

restricted to diffuse between infinite reflecting parallel plates were carried out in order to 

understand the effect that the intrinsic diffusion coefficient may have on clinical realistic 

DWMRI experiments. Simulations were conducted using diffusion gradient durations similar to 

those used in clinical DWMRI protocols and plate separations similar to mammalian cell 

dimensions. Realistic DWMRI experiments were also simulated considering a three-

dimensional, multi-compartment geometry with exchange between the compartments.  

3.2  Methods 

Figure 3.1 shows a graphical depiction of two diffusion gradient waveforms employing 

bipolar rectangular diffusion gradients. The first diffusion gradient has strength G, and duration 

.Following the first gradient, a time period  is played out with no gradient where  is the 

diffusion time. Following this period, a second diffusion gradient is turned on that is identical in 

duration and strength, but opposite in polarity.  
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Figure 3.1.  Two rectangular DWMRI gradient waveforms with equal diffusion weighting are shown 

where  is the diffusion time, G is the diffusion gradient strength, and  is the diffusion gradient 

duration. The ratio of the gradient duration to the diffusion time, /is 0.1 in A and 0.5 in B The relative 

diffusion gradient strengths are drawn to scale. 

Rather than defining a gradient strength, a “b-value” is more commonly chosen and 

then the gradient strength calculated according to the solution  

 

      (1) 

derived by Stejskal and Tanner for DWMRI signal attenuation in the case of free diffusion [8]. In 

Figure 3.1A the duration of the gradient is one tenth that of the diffusion time, i.e.  = /10. In 

this case, the use of the SGP approximation in analysis and modeling can be justified.  In Figure 

3.1B the duration of the gradient is one half that of the diffusion time  = /2. This is more 

fitting to clinical DWMRI experiments and does not justify the SGP approximation.  All DWMRI 

experiments considered in this report employ bipolar rectangular diffusion gradients. 

Two methods were used to predict observed signal response in DWMRI experiments 

given a simple restricted geometry consisting of two reflecting parallel plates. A one 
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dimensional time forward center space finite difference (1DFD) method was implemented to 

solve the Bloch Torrey equations [11]. The 1DFD simulations were programmed in MATLAB 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA). The results from these numerical simulations were compared to 

those from the Balinov solution of DWMRI signal [9]. The Balinov model of restricted diffusion 

can be used to estimate MR signal attenuation due to diffusion weighting.  The equation 
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  (2) 

was derived for a sample of water diffusing between two infinite parallel plates separated by a 

distance a assuming the Gaussian phase distribution (GDP) approximation [10] and a bipolar 

rectangular diffusion gradient waveform. In eqn 2, E is the normalized signal, D is the intrinsic 

diffusion coefficient of the sample, and all other variables are the same as those defined in 

Figure 3.1. For both the Balinov solution and the 1DFD method, samples could be characterized 

using two parameters: an intrinsic diffusion coefficient D (in m2/ms) and plate separation a (in 

m). For each chosen set of biological and experimental parameters, two simulated DWMRI 

experiments were conducted, one with no diffusion weighting,  b = 0.0 ms/m2 and one with b 

= 1.0 ms/m2, while holding all other biological and experimental parameters constant. This 

resulted in two data points relating DWMRI signal to b-value, which were fit to a mono-

exponential decay to determine an ADC. 

A three dimensional numerical method (3DNM) was also used investigate parametric 

effects and interactions  in clinically realistic DWMRI experiments in more realistic models of 

tissue [24]. These simulations were programmed using a combination of C programming 

language and CUDA (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA). A Dell T3500 workstation with two NVIDA 

GeForce GTX 470 graphics processing units (GPUs) was used. A detailed description of the 

3DNM has been published elsewhere [24]. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic representation of the 

3DNM which represents tissue as a cubic lattice of cubic cells having semipermeable 

membranes separated by extracellular space. In the 3DNM, S is the distance from one point in a 

repeated unit cell to a corresponding point in an adjacent cell, and L is the length of a cubic cell 

along one edge.  The intracellular volume fraction (IVF) is the ratio of the volume of a cubic cell 

to the volume of the simulated space. In addition, the 3DNM includes the intracellular intrinsic 

diffusion coefficient (Dint), the intrinsic extracellular diffusion coefficient (Dext), the intracellular 

T2 relaxation time (T2int), the extracellular T2 relaxation time (T2ext), and the cellular membrane 

permeability (P). Four DWMRI experimental parameters were used to simulate DWMR 

experiments:  Echo time (TE), diffusion time (), diffusion gradient duration (), and b-value (b). 

From these three parameters, the diffusion gradient strength (G) was determined. Two 
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simulated data sets, one with b = 0.0 ms/m2 and one with b = 1.0 ms/m2 were used to 

calculate the ADC assuming a mono-exponential decay [25]. 

 

Figure 3.2.  A pictorial representation of the biological tissue model used to investigate the impact of 

decreasing diffusion coefficients on observations of ischemic stroke. It is referred to as a cubic cell in 

cubic lattice model of biological tissue. The cell length “L” and cell spacing “S” completely describe the 

geometry and can be used to calculate the IVF. Two compartments are incorporated into the model, the 

intracellular and extracellular space. Each space is assigned an intrinsic diffusion coefficient (Dint and Dext) 

as well as a T2 value (T2int and T2ext). The membrane separating is assigned permeability, P. 

3.3  Results 

Signal attenuation as a function of intrinsic diffusion coefficient, D, for water confined 

between two parallel plates is shown in Figure 3.3. For all simulations, plate separation was set 

to 15 m,  = 50 ms, and b = 1.0 ms/m2. Diffusion gradients were applied in a direction 

perpendicular to the restricting planes. Signal attenuation was simulated from the Balinov and 

1DFD models for three different diffusion gradient pulse durations,  = 0.001, 5 and 25 ms 

(panels A, B and C, respectively).  In Figure 3.3A,  = 0.001 ms was used in the 1DFD and Balinov 

solution.  At this extremely short diffusion gradient duration, both models predict that the 

signal attenuation increases rapidly with increasing D to an asymptotic value of about 0.7. On 

physical MRI systems, diffusion gradients of such short duration cannot realistically be used to 

achieve the diffusion weighting required in DWMRI experiments Figure 3.3B plots the results of 
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simulations with  = 5 ms. In this case, the signal reaches a minimum value at approximately D = 

1.6 m2/ms according to the Balinov model and approximately 1.7 m2/ms according to the 

1DFD method. As intrinsic diffusion increases, a slight increase in signal, i.e. decrease in 

attenuation, is predicted. Results of simulation using  = 25 ms are shown in Figure 3.3C. In this 

case, a more pronounced minimum is observed and occurs at approximately D = 1.1 m2/ms 

according to both models. As D increases, signal attenuation decreases throughout all values 

studied.  

 

Figure 3.3.  The normalized signal as a function of intrinsic diffusion coefficient as predicted by the 

Balinov model of restricted diffusion (solid lines) and a one dimensional finite difference method 

(circles) is shown for three DWMRI experiments. All values were calculated using a sample bounded by 

two parallel reflecting plates separated by a distance of 15m. Diffusion gradients were assumed to be 

rectangular and applied perpendicular to the planes. A diffusion time of 50ms was used in each case. 

Each data set was generated using diffusion gradient durations:A) / = 0.0002, 3B) / = 0.1, and 3C) 

/ = 0.5. 

The 1DFD method was explored further to try and understand this result, i.e. that a 

larger intrinsic diffusion coefficient will produce less signal attenuation.  Data plotted in Figure 

3.4 was generated by 1DFD simulations using a restriction length of 15 m,  = 50 ms, and  = 

25 ms. Three separate simulations were run using intrinsic diffusion coefficients of 0.25, 1.5, 

and 3.0 m2/ms. In each simulation, the first diffusion gradient comes on at t = 0 and goes off 

at t = 25 ms.  The second diffusion gradient comes on at t = 50 ms and goes off at t = 75 ms.  An 
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additional 25 ms was added after the last diffusion gradient in order to observe any effects that 

may follow what is typically thought to be the end of the diffusion weighting.   Four metrics 

were calculated at each time point throughout the simulations. The sum of the Y-component of 

the transverse magnetization across the restriction at each time step is plotted in Figure 3.4A. 

This value is essentially the amplitude of the signal in the restricted sample that would be 

observed at each point in time. Figure 3.3.4B plots the average magnitude of the transverse 

magnetization over the restriction space. The phase was set to zero at the center of the 

restriction space in each case. In order to obtain a non-zero metric for the amount of phase 

accumulated across the sample, the RMS value of the phase was calculated for each discrete 

element and the values averaged over the sample. The evolution of the average RMS phase of 

the magnetization, Figure 3.4C, gives a rough idea of the effective diffusion weighting 

experienced by the sample at each time point in the experiment. Figure 3.4D shows the results 

of taking the discrete derivative,  

      , (3) 

of the curve shown in Figure 3.4B, where Mt
AVE is the average magnitude of the magnetization 

at time t, and t is the discrete time step used in the simulations. This is essentially the time 

rate of change of the average magnitude of the magnetization due to diffusion weighting alone. 

The results displayed in Figure 3.4A-D suggest samples with higher diffusion coefficients bound 

by restrictions to diffusion can effectively reduce the influence of the diffusion gradient on the 

sample relative to a sample with a lower diffusion coefficient over a biologically relevant range 

[26]. t t t

AVE AVEM M

t
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Figure 3.4.  Four metrics were developed in order to gain an intuitive understanding for how the 

magnetization of a restricted sample evolves over the course of a DWMRI experiment. Their calculated 

values are shown here. The one dimensional finite difference method was used to calculate these values 

over the duration of three simulated 75ms diffusion experiments and for 25ms thereafter. The sample 

was bound by completely reflecting parallel planes separated by a distance of 15m. A  of 50ms and a 

 of 25ms were used for a / of 0.5. Three simulated experiments were conducted using intrinsic 

diffusion coefficients of 0.25m2/ms (solid lines), 1.5m2/ms (dashed lines), and 3.0m2/ms (dotted 

lines). A) The magnitude of the vector sum of the magnetization for the sample. This value represents 

magnitude of the observed signal generated by the sample. B) The sum of the RMS value of the 

magnitude of the magnetization of the sample. This metric can be used to track how much signal 

remains as diffusive processes attenuate it. Figure 3.4C) the RMS phase of the magnetization in the 

sample indicates how large a diffusion gradient the sample is experiencing. D) The discrete derivative of 

the curve in B) is shown as a measure of how fast the signal is attenuating due to diffusive processes 

only. 

The effect of b-value, i.e. gradient strength, on signal attenuation is shown in Figure 3.5.   

Predictions of the Balinov model are shown in solid, dashed and dotted lines.  Predictions from 

the 1DFD model are shown in open symbols.  All simulations were carried out with   = 25 ms,  

= 50 ms, and a restriction length of 15 m. Signal as a function of  D was calculated at b-values 

of = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 ms/m2. Higher b-values correspond to increased signal attenuation but 

there is little change in the value of D at which the minimum in signal occurs. 
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Figure 3.5.  The normalized signal as a function of diffusion coefficient as predicted by the Balinov model 

of restricted diffusion and the one dimensional finite difference method are shown for three different 

DWMRI experiments. A plate separation of 15m,  of 50ms, and a  of 25ms were used to generate the 

results shown. Data was generated for experiments conducted at three different b-values. Where a b-

value of 0.5ms/m2 was used, results predicted by the Balinov model are shown as a solid line and those 

generated using the finite difference method are shown as circles. For a b-value of 1.0ms/m2, results 

predicted by the Balinov model are shown as a dashed line and for the finite difference method as 

squares. Finally, where a b-value of 1.5ms/m2 was used, results predicted by the Balinov model are 

shown as a dotted line, using the finite difference method are shown as triangles. The vertical dotted-

dashed line runs through the shown minimum for each curve. 

Results from additional simulations at different restriction lengths are shown in Figure 

3.6.  For these simulations,   = 25 ms,  = 50 ms, and b = 1.0 ms/m2. Restriction lengths of a = 

10, 15, and 20 m were used. Results from the Balinov model are plotted in solid, dashed and 

dotted lines; results from the 1DFD model are shown in open symbols.  As the restriction length 
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increases, the signal attenuation is increased and the diffusion coefficient at which the 

maximum attenuation (minimum signal) occurs shifts towards higher values. 

 

Figure 3.6.  The normalized signal as a function of diffusion coefficient as predicted by the Balinov model 

of restricted diffusion and the one dimensional finite difference method are shown for three different 

samples. A b-value of 1.0ms/m2,  of 50ms, and a  of 25ms were used to generate the results shown. 

Three data sets are shown for DWMRI experiments conducted using samples confined between infinite 

parallel reflecting planes at different plate separations. Where a plate separation of 10m was used, 

results predicted by the Balinov model are shown as a solid line and those generated using the finite 

difference method are shown as circles. For a plate separation of 15m, results predicted by the Balinov 

model are shown as a dashed line, using the finite difference method are shown as squares. Finally, 

where a plate separation of 20m was used, results predicted by the Balinov model are shown as a 

dotted line, using the finite difference method are shown as triangles. 
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ADC values obtained from 3DNM simulations of a more realistic model of tissue are 

plotted in Figure 3.7. The ADC was calculated from the signal change from simulations 

employing b-values of 0.0 and 1.0 ms/m2 as described in Methods.  Three sets of experimental 

parameters and four sets of biological parameters were used to calculate a total of twelve ADC 

values.  The three sets of experimental parameters were differentiated only by the diffusion 

gradient duration,  = 0.001, 5, and 25 ms.  

Four different biological parameter sets (BPS) are listed in Table 3.1 and were chosen to 

represent simple models of gray matter under normal (BPS1,BPS2) and ischemic (BPS3, BPS4) 

conditions [22, 23, 27-29]. The only difference between BPS1 and BPS2 is the value of Dint used, 

3.0 and 2.5 m2/ms, respectively. The value of Dint used in BPS1 was selected so that the 

intracellular and extracellular diffusion coefficients were identical. The value of Dint used in 

BPS2 was that reported in previous cell culture experiments [22, 23]. Values in BPS3 and BPS4 

were chose to represent ischemic tissue [22, 23]. In this case, BPS3 is assigned a Dint = 3.0 

m2/ms while BPS4 is assigned a Dint = 1.7 m2/ms.   

Table 3.1 The biological tissue parameters used in the 3DNM 

Biological 

Parameter Set 

L S Dint 

mm mm (mm2/ms) 

1 10.0 10.8 3.0 

2 10.0 10.8 2.5 

3 10.4 10.9 3.0 

4 10.4 10.9 1.7 

 

Again, the intracellular and extracellular diffusion coefficient used in BPS3 are set equal 

to one another. The intrinsic intracellular diffusion coefficient used in BPS4 is the coefficient 

estimated from previous experiments in cell culture [23, 24]. Cell size was increased from 10.0 

m (BPS1, BPS2) to 10.4 m (BPS3, BPS4) to simulate cellular swelling associated with ischemic 

stroke [60, 24]. Cell spacing was adjusted slightly from 10.8 m (BPS1,BSP2) to 10.9 m 

(BPS3,BPS4) to achieve the changes in the IVF (0.8 to 0.87) reported in ischemic stroke [60, 24]. 

All combinations of the experimental and biological parameter sets were carried out, resulting 

in a total of twelve simulations.  At very short diffusion times,   = 0.001 ms, values of ADCs 

calculated for the “normal” gray matter (BPS1,BPS2) are nearly identical and have a value of 
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0.46 m2/ms. The ADC values of “ischemic” gray matter calculated using (BPS3,BPS4) drop to a 

value of approximately 0.39 m2/ms and are also similar. When diffusion gradient duration 

increased to 5 ms, the predicted ADCs  are lower and become dependent on the value of D int 

used.  In both “normal” and “ischemic” tissue, the predicted ADC is higher when the lower 

value of Dint is employed.  When  = 25 ms, the ADCs are further reduced and the dependence 

on Dint become stronger.  In both “normal” and “ischemic” tissue, a lower intracellular diffusion 

coefficient resulted in a higher ADC.  These results are consistent with the results of the Balinov 

and 1DFD models in simpler geometry. 

 

Figure 3.7.  ADCs calculated from the cubic cell in a cubic lattice model of biological tissue are shown. 

Simulations were conducted using each of the four biological parameter sets listed in Table 4.1. Three 

simulations were run for biological parameter sets with  = 0.001, 5, and 25 ms. b-values of 1.0 ms/m2 

and  = 50 ms were used in each simulation. Data generated using BPS1 is shown as open circles, BPS2 

as open squares, BPS3 as closed circles, and BPS4 as closed circles. 

3.4  Discussion 

The influence of barriers to diffusion on DWMRI measurements have been described in 

numerous reports ([1] and references therein). The effects of barriers to diffusion on signal 

formation when realistic diffusion gradients of finite duration are employed have been 

reported as well [19, 22, 30, 31]. However, the effect of a change in intrinsic intracellular 

diffusion coefficient in samples containing significant restrictions to diffusion has not been 

explored in depth. The intrinsic diffusion coefficient is most often assumed constant and the 

effect of other parameters on DWMRI measurements are investigated. To the best of our 
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knowledge, no report has explicitly examined the effect that changes in the intracellular 

diffusion coefficient have on clinically realistic DWMRI experiments.  Recent bioreactor 

experiments conducted in our lab have indicated the intrinsic intracellular diffusion coefficient 

in cell cultures decreases within minutes of being subjected to ischemic conditions [22, 23]. 

Results of our simulations herein suggest that, in clinically realistic DWMRI measurements 

where gradient pulses are necessarily long, a reduction of the intrinsic intracellular diffusion 

coefficient of water can actually result in an increase in the measured ADC. This somewhat 

counterintuitive effect is illustrated in Figure 3.3 where diffusion of water trapped between two 

infinite reflecting parallel plates is investigated. The restriction length of 15 m is similar to 

characteristic lengths of mammalian cells.  Where an unrealistically short diffusion gradient 

duration is used in the simulation and in the Balinov solution, DWMRI signal decreases with 

increasing intrinsic diffusion coefficient (Figure 3.3A).  When the diffusion gradient duration is 

increased to that representative of clinical MRI protocols, i.e.  = 25 ms, this is not the case.  

There is an intrinsic diffusion coefficient that, approximately D = 1.1 m2/ms, above which 

signal increases.  

To better understand why the signal reaches a minimum at a relatively low diffusion 

coefficient, it was helpful to characterize the evolution of the measured signal over the course 

of a clinically realistic DWMRI experiment. The focus of these simulations was on understanding 

the effects of diffusion and diffusion weighting and therefore relaxation effects were ignored.  

The panels in Figure 3.4 allow for us to visualize how the magnetization in a restricted sample 

evolves over the course of a DWMRI experiment wherein diffusion gradients of finite duration 

are employed and better understand the counterintuitive observation described. In the 

simulated experiments described above, three influences may be at work over any given period 

of time: Interactions with the barriers to diffusion, diffusive mixing, and the imparting of 

relative phase across the restricted sample through the application of diffusion gradients. 

Consider the samples with D = 1.5 m2/ms and 3.0 m2/ms. Figure 3.4A indicates that the 

sample with D = 1.5 m2/ms has less attenuation than the sample having D = 3.0 m2/ms.  This 

is a reconfirmation of the initial observation. The fact that the magnitude of the magnetization 

also attenuates further for the intermediate sample suggests that this is, in fact, related to 

diffusive processes and it is not strictly a reduction in signal cause by dephasing of the 

magnetization caused by the diffusion gradients. Figure 3.4C suggests how this may occur. The 

RMS phase of the magnetization across the sample with D = 1.5 m2/ms rapidly grows larger 

than that of the RMS phase across the sample with D = 3.0 m2/ms. The applied diffusion 

gradient in both cases is identical. If no restrictions were present, the RMS phase across any 

portion of the sample would not change. We assert that this must be an effect caused by 

diffusive mixing in restricted samples. If one thinks about the evolution of the magnetization 

within the sample over a vanishingly short period of time, the diffusion gradient will impart a 
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phase across the sample, while diffusive mixing will serve to drive the RMS phase toward its 

equilibrium value of 0 at every point in the restricted sample. A higher diffusion coefficient is 

capable of a greater degree of diffusive mixing. Thus the RMS phase is reduced for samples with 

higher intrinsic diffusion coefficients during the application of a diffusion gradient over this 

short period of time. For diffusion gradients of finite duration, this same logic may be applied 

and the RMS phase of the samples assigned a lower diffusion coefficient will continue to accrue 

greater RMS phase.  Figure 3.4C supports this conclusion. Simultaneously, the magnitude of the 

RMS phase is directly related to the degree to which the magnitude of the magnetization will 

attenuate over any given period of time. These effects can conspire to reduce attenuation in 

restricted samples with increasing intrinsic diffusion coefficient. Figure 3.4D supports these 

assertions as well. While the description above is still valid for the sample assigned the lowest 

diffusion coefficient, the accumulated phase is not great enough to compensate for the slow 

rate of diffusive mixing.  The above explanation may serve to reconcile seemingly contradicting 

reports on the behavior of the intracellular ADC following ischemic stroke. 

Several addition simulations were carried out using the Balinov and 1DFD in order to see 

if any behavior contradicted the description developed above. Figure 3.5 shows the effect of 

increasing the restriction length. As the restriction length increases so does the signal 

attenuation for a given diffusion coefficient. A minimum in signal as a function of diffusion is 

still present in all simulated experiments. As the restriction length increases from 10 to 20 m 

the minimum in signal shifts towards higher diffusion coefficients. As this is suspected to be 

caused by faster diffusing elements interacting with elements further from the boundary, this 

result is consistent with the previous observations. In simulations where  is held constant and 

b-value is changed, greater signal attenuation should be observed for a sample containing a 

non-zero diffusion coefficient at higher b-values. However, the minimum in signal as a function 

of diffusion coefficient should not be strongly dependent on b-value which is precisely what is 

seen in Figure 3.6. 

Finally, the 3DNM was used to explore the impact of intrinsic intracellular diffusion on 

clinical DWMRI observations in ischemic stroke. The 3DNM is capable of incorporating a 

number of biological features capable of influencing MR measurements, e.g. an extracellular 

space, T2 relaxation, and permeable membranes.  In all simulated experiments, changing from 

“normal” to “ischemic” model parameters resulted in a reduction in calculated ADC (Figure 3.7).  

This is consistent with results reported elsewhere [18,19,20].  At unrealistically short values of 

, there is essentially no difference in the ADC calculated for different values of D int.   The ADC 

obtained with higher values of Dint with “ischemic” parameters is only marginally higher than 

that calculated with lower values of Dint.  However, at longer pulse durations, i.e.  = 5 and 25 

ms, a higher Dint actually reduces the calculated ADC.  While the effect does seem to diminish 

the decrease in ADC, it is capable of explaining seemingly contradicting reports of decreases in 
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intracellular ADC following stroke at short diffusion time and increases in intracellular ADCs 

reported for experiments conducted at long diffusion times [22, 31, 33].  It should be noted that 

the reduction of ADC from “normal” to “ischemic” conditions, however is not as large as is 

typically seen in clinical measurements of ischemic stroke [2, 3].  Given the simplicity of the 

tissue model employed, this discrepancy could be a result of any number of other factors that 

were not considered, e.g. differences in T2 values between the intracellular and extracellular 

space and significant changes in tortuosity of the extracellular space [27, 32].  

3.5  Conclusions 

We have shown that for a typical clinical DWMRI experiment wherein bipolar 

rectangular diffusion gradients are implemented the DWMRI signal attenuation could decrease 

with increasing intrinsic diffusion coefficient over a biologically relevant range of diffusion 

coefficients. These results suggest that this effect may impact clinical observations of diffusive 

processes and could explain seemingly contradicting experimental results reported previously.  

The results of these experiments can be used to develop a strong understanding of how 

diffusion gradients, restrictions to diffusion, and intrinsic diffusion coefficients conspire to 

produce the observed signal in clinical experiments.   
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Chapter 4 Abstract 

 The ability to extract quantitative information about biological tissue properties would 

be of great value to researchers and clinicians alike. Magnetic resonance methods constitute a 

promising means of obtaining such information. NMR and MRI measurements can be sensitized 

to a large number of tissue properties. This fact, in conjunction with its noninvasive nature, 

makes MR methods a promising candidate for the quantitative interrogation of biological 

samples. However, quantitatively untangling contributions from these many influences is 

challenging. In this document, a method for collecting large amounts of MR data is described. In 

theory, the MR data can be collected rapidly, and the results analyzed using a mathematical 

framework developed under a robust set of theoretical assumptions. 
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4.1  Introduction 

The use of surrogate imaging biomarkers as primary measures of disease state and 

progression has gained favor over the past decade [1]. Nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (NMRS) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are non-invasive tools for 

quantitatively interrogating the biophysical properties of living tissue and have great potential 

for providing quantitative biomarkers. This can be attributed to the fact that MR measurements 

can be sensitized to a number of tissue properties [2]. A set of magnetic characteristics may 

well be unique to a one type of nucleus, chemical structure, chemical compound, material, or 

dynamic process in a tissue. MR experimental protocols have been designed such that 

measurements will be sensitive to these properties. The ability to ascertain how factors alter 

the magnetic properties of a sample quantitatively could provide a wealth of information useful 

for determining the composition and condition of a sample. Where MRI methods are 

employed, these quantitative measures could be correlated with spatial locations within the 

sample to yield information about the internal organization of differentiated materials. In 

conjunction with its non-destructive nature, these properties make MRS and MRI excellent 

choices for mining information about the static and dynamic properties of living biological 

systems. Developing the ability to extract quantitative information about living tissue using 

MRS and MRI methods could help researchers and clinicians identify subtle changes in tissue 

properties with greater sensitivity and specificity. It follows that such methods may be used to 

identify and map surrogate biomarkers for use in research, diagnosis, and monitoring of disease 

progression as well as offer a safe means of evaluating drug efficacy. 

The field of MRI concerned with generating quantitative maps of sample properties is 

known as quantitative MRI. The use of quantitative MRI in research and clinical practice 

constitutes a significant paradigm shift from the qualitative methods used to interpret property 

weighted images. Qualitative assessment methods are employed where images are sensitized 

or “weighted” to a particular property, e.g. T1, T2, or diffusion [2]. Within the resulting image, 

relative intensity may differ from area to area. While weighting implies that contrast is thought 

to be primarily due to a certain property, it is accepted that other properties influence the 

intensities in the resulting image. By definition, attempts are not made to quantitatively 

determine contributions from other properties that are likely present. In quantitative MRI, the 

objective is to quantify the value and spatial extent of a property of interest.  This can be done 

in order to glean a better understanding of the chemical, structural, or dynamic properties of 

the sample [3-5]. It could also identify improved imaging biomarkers thus enhancing the ability 

to extract information about the condition of a biological sample. 
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A number of MR studies have been conducted with the quantification of an MR 

parameter in mind [5] and references therein. Historically the methods used in such studies 

have required long scan times for data collection, making them unsuitable for clinical use. 

Recently, a number of promising quantitative MRI methods have been reported [6-9]. For 

example, multicomponent driven equilibrium single pulse observation of T1/T2 (mcDESPOT), 

imaging data is collected over the course of several steady state MR experiments [7, 10]. A 

multicompartment model of biological tissue is then implemented using a matrix formalism in 

order to analyze the results. This method has been employed to study neurodegenerative 

diseases as well as brain development and required a 30 minute scan time [11]. However, It has 

been suggested that, given the complexity of the biological tissue model used for analysis and 

signal-to-noise in the steady state measurements, longer scan times would be required to 

improve quantitative confidence in the resulting parameters values. Additionally, it has been 

known for some time that measurements made using periodic and steady state sequences are 

not strictly periodic [12, 13]. More recently a magnetic resonance fingerprinting (MRF) method 

which employs an aperiodic sequence of RF pulses and measurement sensitizing strategies has 

been described [9]. MRF has been used to generate multiple parametric maps from data 

collected over the course of an imaging experiment that required only 12 seconds of scan time. 

The short scan times make the method extremely attractive to researchers and clinicians alike. 

However, because of the aperiodic nature of the MR sequence, individual measurements 

cannot be assumed to be equally weighted. Each measurement is comprised of a full, under 

sampled, imaging data set to be used for reconstruction. MRF is a relatively new method and 

the full implications of collecting data in this manner are not well understood.  

In this report, a novel quantitative MRI method is reported. The method is based on the 

application of a linear combination of RF excitation pulses and MR measurement sensitizing 

strategies following a magnetic moment nulling sequence. Multiple differentiated 

measurements can be made over the course of each repetition of the sequence. In theory, this 

allows for the rapid collection of a large amount of imaging data which is well suited for 

quantitative analysis. Additionally, the application of a nulling sequence ensures that data sets 

collected following separate applications of a nulling sequence will be equally weighted so long 

as the same combinations of excitation pulses, and sensitizing strategies are applied prior to the 

measurements. The fact that measurements can be assumed to be equally weighted also 

means that measurements can be repeated, allowing for improvement of signal to noise (SNR) 

through signal averaging [2]. In addition, simulated results will be shown that suggest that 

measurements made using the method would be sensitive to changes in tissue composition. 

4.2  Theory 

4.2.1  The Bloch Equations. 
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Unless otherwise indicated, the laboratory frame of reference is used in the 

development of the mathematical framework for the quantitative MRI method. In the 

coordinate system used for the equations and derivations that follow, the z-axis is oriented 

parallel to the primary imaging field and the x- and y-axes are orthogonal and complete the 

right hand coordinate system. A more detailed description of the orientation of these axes will 

be given in a later section of this report entitled “RF Pulses”. When a sample of water is 

immersed in a strong magnetic field a magnetic dipole moment per unit volume is induced [14]. 

The vector quantity used to describe this moment is known as net magnetization. Net 

magnetization is manipulated to induce the signal observed in MR experiments. The 

phenomenological Bloch equations with relaxation terms [15] are central to our understanding 

of how the magnetization associated with a sample evolves over the course of an MR 

experiment and are shown below. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In the equations 1-3,  is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei of interest. The three components 

of a vector that describes the time dependent magnetization M(t) associated with a volume 

element, known as a voxel, located at a position r within a sample are Mx(t), My(t), and Mz(t). 

The applied magnetic field B(t) may be a function of position and time. The characteristic times 

used to describe the influence of spin-lattice and spin-spin interactions, T1 and T2 respectively, 

will be considered constant with respects to time in this report. The thermal equilibrium value 

of the magnetization Mz0 lies along the z axis, parallel to the primary imaging field. The Bloch 

equations, and their variants can be used to predict the response of magnetization to the 

influence of time dependent changes in the applied magnetic field generated by the imaging 

equipment or describe its evolution following these perturbations.  

4.2.2 The Bloch-McConnell Equations 

Where more than one species of nuclei is present and the differentiated pools are in 

exchange the Bloch-McConnell equations can be used to describe the evolution of the 

magnetization for each pool [7, 16]. For example, where two pools are present, pools A and B, 

six equations  
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

are required to describe the time evolution of magnetization. In the equations above, the three 

components of the magnetizations for each pool are present and differentiated from one 

another through the use of the subscripts A and B. Note that there are subscripts on the 

magnetic field vectors, BA and BB. Nuclei immersed in the same imaging field at nearly the same 

location in a sample may experience different local magnetic fields. This may occur when nuclei 

are attached to different chemical compounds. The influence of neighboring nuclei may change 

the magnitude of the field for the nuclei of interest. For example, there is a slight difference in 

Larmor precession frequency between protons in gray matter and those in white matter. This 

can ultimately be attributed to the increased density of lipid chains in white matter. The 

coefficients KAB and KBA mediate exchange between the two pools:  

(10) 

(11) 

KAB and KBA can be interpreted as the reciprocal of the expectation value of the dwell time for a 

nuclei in pool A and pool B, respectively. Under the assumption of exchange equilibrium [16] 

they can be related to one another 
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(12). 

Again, it should be kept in mind that these equations can be solved for a number of situations 

using any number of analytical or numerical methods. In the following section the solutions for 

two cases are presented. The following equations describe the evolution of the magnetization 

at a single voxel within the sample. The magnetic properties of each species are assumed to be 

uniform within the volume and the spatial dependence of the magnetization is omitted from 

the equations. The first case of interest is the application of a rotating magnetic field, referred 

to colloquially as an RF pulse, because it typically rotates at a frequency the lies within the radio 

spectrum for clinical MRI systems. The second situation is a period of time, over which the MR 

system is not used to make any changes to the primary field. Where a convenient matrix 

formalism is employed, RF pulses and relaxation periods (TRs) can be represented as matrix 

operators. 

4.2.3 Matrix formalism 

The multicomponent magnetization 

(13) 

can be described using six component arrays. In these experiments the signal is proportional to 

the transverse component of the magnetization 

(14). 

The orientation of the z-axis has been chosen such that it is parallel to the primary magnetic 

field. The RF pulse discussed here is a rotating magnetic field. In the laboratory frame of 

reference, the x-axis will be the direction defined by the initial orientation of the magnetic field 

associated with the RF pulse. It will be assumed that the RF pulse rotates at the same frequency 

and in the same direction as a proton immersed in the primary imaging field. Additionally, it is 

assumed that the pulse is applied over an extremely short duration. Finally, it is assumed that 

the magnetic field associated with the RF pulse is small compared to the primary imaging field. 

These assumptions are used in other similar derivations [7, 16]. It should be kept in mind that 
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the derivation below is done for the purpose of instruction. Recently Bloch simulators have 

been describe that account for a greater number of factors [17].The effect of an RF pulse is to 

rotate the magnetization about the x-axis through a polar angle . The idealized matrix 

operator, R(n)for an RF pulse is given by 

.(15) 

As the method described in this report prescribes the application of several RF pulses within 

one repeated sequence, the subscripted “n” next to the angles in the above matrix is used 

indicate that the matrix is the operator for the nth pulse in the sequence. The effect of an 

applied RF pulse can now be modeled 

.(16) 

In Equation 16, Mn
- and Mn

+ are the magnetization found before and after the applied RF pulse 

respectively. 

Evolution of the magnetization over time periods when the primary field is left 

undisturbed is slightly more complicated. In order to relate the magnetization found before the 

TR period to that found after, two addition matrices 

(17) 

and 
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(18) 

are defined. In equation 17, the off diagonal matrix elements A and B are the rates of 

precession for the protons in pool A and B, respectively. With these two matrices defined, the 

evolution of the magnetization over the course of the TR time period can be described 

.(19) 

In the sequence being developed here, the sequential application of an RF pulse preceded by a 

TR period is carried out several times. The sequential application of these two will be referred 

to as a step. It should be kept in mind that a step may be comprised of more than just the two 

operations listed, but the two will suffice for the sake of describing the method. The state of 

the magnetization prior to a step can now be related to the magnetization following a step at 

points in time immediately following each applied RF pulse, 

.(20) 

In the example of the method described in this report, nine sequential steps will be included in 

a repeated sequence. 

4.2.4  The Nulling Sequence 

The nulling sequence is critical to the method described here. A nulling sequence is any 

series of applied changes to the primary magnetic field that reduce all components of the 

magnetization to negligible magnitudes [6]. Following the application of any given nulling 

sequence it is assumed that the response of the magnetization to the application of a sequence 

of steps will identical so long as the sequence of steps is identical.  

The vector describing the state of the magnetization following a nulling sequence for a two 

component tissue model is simply 
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(21). 

By recursively applying equation 20, the state of the magnetization can be predicted at time 

points following each application of an RF pulse in an N step sequence comprising TR periods 

and RF pulses. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a simple nine step sequence. 

 

Figure 4.1.  The horizontal axis in this pictorial representation of the proposed sequence represents the 

passage of time. Rectangular blocks, labeled M = 0, indicate that a zeroing sequence has been applied. 

The nine RF pulses are shown as well as the intervals (TRs) that separate them. 

In Figure 4.1, the nulling sequence is labeled “Null”. Following the application of the nulling 

sequence, the time period TR1 is significantly longer than the eight that follow. The initial TR 

need not be longer than the others, but here it allows for magnetization regrowth from a value 

of zero towards the equilibrium value. TR1 is followed by the RF pulse 1 to complete the first 

step. Steps 2 through 9 are comprised of variable TR periods followed by variable RF pulses. 

Equation 21 can be used to determine the state of the magnetization following the application 

of any RF pulse by setting N equal to the step number. 

4.3 Results 

Three simulated experiments were run using the nine step sequence shown in Figure 4.1 

and a two compartment model of biological tissue. The matrix method was implemented in 

MATLAB. The TRs and flip angles selected for the nine step sequence are shown in Table 4.1.   

Table 4.1.  TR and flip angle settings for the nine step sequence. 

Step # TR Flip Angle 
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(ms) (deg) 

1 420 45 

2 10 10 

3 10 40 

4 10 15 

5 10 35 

6 10 20 

7 10 25 

8 10 30 

9 10 90 

 

Each repetition of the sequence requires 500 ms. The model tissue was assumed to be 

composed of 50% gray matter and 50 % white matter. Pool A in the equations above was 

assigned biological parameter values similar to those reported for gray matter immersed in a 3T 

magnetic field [18].  T1 and T2 relaxation times of 1350, and105 ms were used to describe pool 

A. Pool B was assigned relaxation values approximating those reported for white matter at 3T  

[18]. T1 and T2 values of 830 and 80 ms were used to describe pool B. In addition, it was 

assumed that the two pools differed in rotational frequency by 2 Hz. The two compartments 

exchange rate, KAB, was set to 0.01 ms-1. The state of the magnetization was determined at 

times following each applied RF pulse over two repetitions of the sequence. The vector sum of 

the magnetization associated with the pools was determined. The components were 

normalized to the sum of the equilibrium values of the two pools. Figure 4.2 shows the results 

of these simulations for the three normalized components. The solid black line connects values 

determined for Mz/Mz0, dashed lines for Mx/Mz0, and dotted lines for My/Mz0. All three 

components are equal at corresponding points in the repeated sequence.  
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Figure 4.2.  The response of each of the three vector components of the magnetization is shown for two 

repetitions of the nine step sequence. The model tissue was composed of 50% gray matter and 50 % 

white matter. The components were normalized to the sum of the equilibrium value of the 

magnetization. The solid black line connects values determined for Mz/Mz0, dashed lines for Mx/Mz0, and 

dotted lines for My/Mz0. The predicted values for all three components are equal at corresponding 

points in each repetition. 

The MR signal intensity originating from an individual volume element is proportional to 

the magnitude of the transverse component of the magnetization. Figure 4.3 shows the 

evolution of the magnitude of an element over the two repetitions of the sequence. Again, 

these values are repeated. In all cases the simulated values agree with the values determined 

through the use of equations 20. These two figures serve to illustrate the fact that both the 

magnitude and the phase of the magnetization associated with each voxel contained within the 

sample will be repeated where the sequence of steps following a nulling sequence are 

repeated. 
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Figure 4.3.  The magnitude of the transverse component of the magnetization (Mt) from Figure 4.2 is 

shown in order to give an estimate of relative signal intensity. The evolution of the magnitude of the 

element over the two repetitions of the sequence. Where the equilibrium value of the magnetization is 

set to 1 unit of magnetic moment per voxel, the signal remains at a level that is comparable to that of a 

steady state sequence [9]. The magnitude is equal following corresponding excitation pulses in the initial 

and repeated sequence of steps. 

Three final sets of simulations were conducted, using the same nine step sequence, for 

voxels comprising different fractions of gray and white matter. In each case, KAB was set to 0.01 

ms-1, and KBA was calculated using equation 12. Figure 4.4 shows the evolution of the 

magnitude of the transverse component of the magnetization for these three different voxels. 

The solid black shows the results of simulations conducted using a tissue model composed of 

75% gray matter and 25% white matter, dashed lines represent results for 50% gray matter and 

50% white matter, and the dotted line shows the results for 25%gray matter and 75% white 

matter. 
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Figure 4.4.  The nine step sequence was used to generate the results shown. A two compartment model 

of biological tissue was used to generate each of the three simulated data sets shown. The solid black 

shows the results of simulations conducted using a tissue model composed of 75% gray matter and 25% 

white matter, dashed lines represent results for 50% gray matter and 50% white matter, and the dotted 

line shows the results for 25%gray matter and 75% white matter. 

4.4  Discussion 

Several properties make the method described herein well suited for extracting 

quantitative information from MRI data: In theory, measurements are reproducible, the 

assumptions made in the development of the supporting quantitative theory are well satisfied, 

and large amounts of imaging data can be collected with great speed. Simulated experiments 

have also suggested that measurements made using this method may be sensitive to 

differences in tissue composition. 

When attempting to generate parametric maps using MR methods, the ability to repeat 

a measurement under the assumption that the state of the magnetization is the same at 

different points in time enables the experimentalist to increase the signal to noise of a 

measurement through signal averaging [2]. If, for example, the objective of an experiment was 

to image nuclei that were low in abundance or characterized by extremely short relaxation 

times, this feature would be highly desirable or necessary. Simulated data used to generate 

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 suggest that the transverse components of the magnetization, used to 

induce MR signal, are repeated. Where non periodic sequences are employed, clearly, no two 
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data sets are collected assuming equal weighting and SNR cannot be increased through signal 

averaging. 

Where steady state and periodic sequences are employed to generate parametric maps, 

it is assumed that measurements are periodic and that the periodicity of the measurements is 

the same as that of the sequence used [13, 19]. While this assumption is employed to develop 

the mathematical framework used for the analysis of steady state data, it has been shown that 

it is not strictly true. It was observed some time ago that steady state and periodic 

measurements would fluctuate in both phase and intensity [12, 13, 20, 21]. Where a theoretical 

assumption is made but not necessarily valid, incorrect values can be calculated for modeled 

parameters. The introduction of a nulling sequence forces the magnetization into an identical 

state every time it is applied. Following a nulling sequence, the magnetization is assumed to be 

identically prepared as long as the magnetic field is manipulated in the same manner. Again, 

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 support this assertion. 

The example of the method presented here uses only nine steps and the time period 

following the nulling sequence, TR1, is significantly longer than TR2 through TR9. TR1 is 

essentially a repeated sample preparation period required for regrowth of the magnetization 

along the z axis following a nulling sequence. The nine step sequence used as an example would 

not be an efficient data collection strategy. However, a much larger number of steps can be 

incorporated into the sequence. As increasingly complex tissue models with larger numbers of 

biological parameters are being employed for data analysis, it is likely that a large number of 

imaging data sets will be required to faithfully determine parameter values  [22]. The fact that 

the aperiodic method, MRF, calls for imaging data to be collected over hundreds or even 

thousands of steps reflects this trend  [9]. A similar number of steps could be used in the 

method described here. As steps are added, the fraction of the sequence occupied by TR1 

would decrease, thereby increasing the efficiency of the method. 

Finally, simulated experiments suggest that the method is sensitive to changes in 

biological tissue parameters. Figure 4.4 shows the results of three separate simulations 

conducted using tissue models composed of gray and white matter. Solid black, dashed, and 

dotted lines are used to show the evolution of 75%/25% gray/white matter, 50%/50% 

gray/white matter, and 25%/75% gray/white matter respectively. Significant differences can be 

observed in the evolution of the magnetization in each simulated data set. This is a promising 

result, as no attempt has been made to optimize the method to detect changes in cerebral 

tissue composition. 
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4.5  Conclusions 

In this report, a novel quantitative MRI method is described. In theory, the method 

possesses several desirable characteristic. First, measurements can be assumed to be equally 

weighted following a nulling step so long as the series of steps leading up to the measurements 

are identical. Thus measurements can be repeated and signal averaging can be used to improve 

SNR. Secondly, the assumption that measurements made at corresponding points in time 

following the application of a nulling sequence is robust. Measurements will not suffer from the 

fluctuations in phase and intensity observed in steady state and periodic sequences. Thirdly, a 

large number of differentiated measurements can be collected over a relatively short period of 

time.  Finally, the results of simulated experiments, shown in this report, have indicated that 

measurements made through the use of this method would be sensitive to changes in biological 

tissue composition.   
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A finite difference method with periodic boundary conditions 

for simulations of diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance 
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Abstract: A new finite difference (FD) method for calculating the time evolution of complex 

transverse magnetization in diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy 

experiments is described that incorporates periodic boundary conditions.  The new FD method 

relaxes restrictions on the allowable time step size employed in modeling which can significantly 

reduce computation time for simulations of large physical extent and allow for more complex, 

physiologically relevant, geometries to be simulated. 

 

Keywords: finite difference, diffusion, magnetic resonance imaging 
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Introduction: Diffusion-weighted MRI (DWMRI) is a noninvasive means of investigating the 

microscopic random motion of water in biological tissue.  On the timescale of the typical DWMRI 

experiment (several tens of milliseconds), water diffusion is influenced by many cellular and sub-cellular 

barriers to motion, e.g. cell membranes, intracellular organelles and macromolecules.  Because of this, 

DWMRI has been used to investigate changes in cellular structure of living tissue, and DWMRI-based 

biomarkers are used in clinical practice.  For example, the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) 

calculated from DWMRI has been shown to be a sensitive marker in stroke, where the ADC of affected 

tissue drops significantly after the onset of ischemia (Moseley et al., 1990, Warach et al., 1992).  The 

ADC has also been shown to be a biomarker of therapeutic response in breast tumors  (Galons et al., 

1999, Chenevert et al., 2000, Theilmann et al., 2004, Pickles et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2007, Aliu et al., 

2009), hepatic cancer (Cui et al., 2008, Schraml et al., 2009, Kamel et al., 2009, Yu et al., 2009), brain 

tumors (Chenevert et al., 2000, Moffat et al., 2005), and a variety of other cancers (Thoeny and Ross, 

2010).  The tissue properties impacting measured values of ADC, however, have yet to be fully defined.  

In typical DWMRI, voxel sizes are on the order of millimeters and contain a variety of intracellular and 

extracellular compartments with distinct biological properties, separated by semipermeable barriers.  The 

MR signal measured from water in a single voxel arises from all of these distinct compartments and the 

magnitude and phase of this signal at the echo time, TE, is dependent on the physical space sampled by 

the water during the diffusion-weighted experiment.  Furthermore, the experimental settings used to 

measure ADCs, e.g. diffusion time, diffusion gradient duration, TE and b-values, can influence the value 

of ADC measured (Szafer et al., 1995, Harkins et al., 2009).  

To better understand the effects of tissue structure on the ADC, a number of analytical, quasi-

analytical, and numerical methods have been developed.  Analytical solutions require a number of 

simplifying assumptions be made about geometry, membrane permeability, and experimental procedures 

in order to solve the Bloch-Torrey equations.  For example, an analytical solution for DWMRI signal 

decay for the case of free diffusion was presented early after the development of the DWMRI technique 
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(Stejskal and Tanner, 1965).   If the short gradient pulse (SGP) approximation is used, which assumes that 

no molecular diffusion occurs over the duration of the gradient pulses, simple membrane geometries may 

be accounted for.  Incorporating the SPG approximation, solutions have been found for the cases of 

diffusion between impermeable parallel plates (Tanner and Stejskal, 1968), inside impermeable spheres 

(Murday and Cotts, 1968),  and for the internal and external spaces of a regularly spaced cubic array of 

cubic cells with permeable membranes (Szafer et al., 1995).  While analytical solutions have proven 

valuable in efforts to understand diffusive processes in biological tissue, the afore-mentioned assumptions 

are typically not satisfied in actual experiments. This limits the utility of these analytical solutions.  

Quasi-analytical methods (Stepisnik, 1981, Callaghan, 1997) allow for the simulation of experiments with 

arbitrary gradient waveforms, but under assumptions that still limit the utility of such methods when 

studying diffusion in biological tissue.  Numerical methods (Szafer et al., 1995, Hwang et al., 2003, 

Hagslatt et al., 2003, Junzhong and et al., 2007) have been developed which solve the Bloch-Torrey 

equations in order to simulate DWMRI for specific tissue structures. 

Numerical methods, such as finite difference (FD) methods, require fewer assumptions in order to 

solve complex problems.   A wide variety of biophysical properties can be modeled in complex 

geometries and under realistic experimental conditions.  There are, however, significant challenges to 

overcome when implementing FD methods.  FD methods can require excessive computing time.  To 

evaluate the effect of a particular biological or experimental parameter requires running simulations 

multiple times with different values of the parameter.  Additionally, the Bloch-Torrey equations with T2 

relaxation terms do not readily lend themselves to the use of periodic boundary conditions, and require 

much larger physical spaces be simulated in order to avoid errors due to edge effects (Hwang et al., 

2003).  The work presented here addresses these problems by introducing a new FD method that allows 

the use of periodic boundary conditions. 

Theory: The Bloch-Torrey equations describe the relationship between the time rate of change of the 

transverse magnetization, M, including the effects of diffusion, applied magnetic field gradients, and T2 
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relaxation in a reference frame rotating at the Larmor precession frequency.   In one spatial dimension (x), 

the Bloch-Torrey equation can be written as 

  2

( )x

M M M
D i G t xM

t x x T


   
      

      1 

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the molecule carrying the magnetization,  is the gyromagnetic 

ratio, Gx(t) is the magnitude of an applied magnetic field gradient, and x defines the location of the 

magnetization in the x-direction.  This may be implemented using an explicit time-forward and space-

centered finite difference scheme as 
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where n defines a discrete spatial location, i.e. node, on which magnetization can reside, x is the spacing 

between nodes such that x = nx, t is the time increment such that t = jt (j = integer > 0), and D(n,n+1) is 

the diffusion coefficient between nodes n and n+1.  In heterogeneous tissue, diffusion coefficients may 

vary with spatial location.  Equation 2 can be interpreted as follows.  The first and second terms in the 

right hand side represent the diffusion of magnetization from node n+1 to node n and from node n-1 to 

node n. The third term gives the phase change of the magnetization and the final term gives the decay due 

to T2 relaxation. 

The transverse magnetization, M, can be written in the form 

    
' 'x y

M M iM 
      3 

where Mx’ and My’ are the orthogonal components of the transverse magnetization.  Equation 4 can be 

substituted into equation 2 and the resulting equation can be separated into real and imaginary parts.  

Doing this and solving for the updated magnetizations yield the following finite difference schemes 

(Fletcher, 1988)
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This method is referred to herein as the standard finite difference (SFD) method. A disadvantage of this 

method is that M is highly oscillatory if the term G(t)x becomes large. This limits the time step that can 

be used.  To address this limitation, the transverse magnetization can be rewritten as 

( ') '

t

x

to

i x G t dt

M me

 
 6 

where m is magnetization within a rotating reference frame that includes phase accumulation due to both 

the static B0 field and applied spatial gradients G(t).   The integral in the exponent of equation 6 follows 

the time evolution of the phase of the complex magnetization due to the application of gradients.  

Substituting equation 6 into equation 1 results in 
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By defining  
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t

x
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A G t dt 
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and discretizing equation 7 using an explicit time forward center space finite difference scheme yields
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The factors  exp jiA x   are needed as a result of the spatial dependence of the transformation made in 

equation 7. Note that in equation 9 the term giving the phase change is absent.  Furthermore, if the tissue 

structure is spatially periodic then m is spatially periodic. This method is therefore referred to as the 

periodic finite difference (PFD) method. 

With the substitution 

x ym m im  
10 

equation 9 yields 
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Methods: To assess the relative computational performance of the SFD and PFD methods, relative 

computational time was estimated by calculating the parameter tmax for each model.   We define tmax to 

be the maximum time step allowed by the model within which stability and accuracy (to specified 

precision) is achieved.  The advantages of the PFD method are the greatest when relatively large gradient 
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strengths are use, like those implemented in oscillating gradient diffusion experiments (Schachter et al., 

2000).  The following comparisons of tmax allowed by the SFD and PFD methods are given for a 

sinusoidal oscillating gradient diffusion simulation.  A sinusoidal wave form with 25 periods of 1 ms each 

- he 

right hand sides of equations 4, 5, 11 and 12, contain terms proportional to t.  Each of these terms 

represents the effect on the magnetization of a particular process, e.g. exponential decay due to T2, phase 

accumulation due to applied gradients, and the effects of diffusion.  Each imposes limits on the time step 

used in simulations for stability and accuracy, as discussed in the following.    

The terms −tmaxM/T2 in the SFD method and −tmaxm/T2 in the PFD method approximate exponential 

MR signal attenuation due to the dephasing of transverse magnetization (T2 relaxation).  The constraint 

imposed on tmax in the SFD and PFD methods by the T2 relaxation term requires that tmax<< T2.  

Because we are only interested in species of protons with T2s on the order of tens of millisecond this 

constraint does not significantly limit the time step and is not considered further.  

For the remaining terms, the impact of the value of tmax on the accuracy of the estimates for phase 

accumulation processes was assessed by comparing the analytical expression for the phase accumulated 

with the estimated value.  Though the angular velocity of the rotating magnetization vector is a function 

of time, the maximum angular velocity that the vector achieves during the gradient wave form was used 

for simplicity to evaluate the accuracy of each method. 

In the SFD method, a phase difference in the transverse magnetization builds up between nodes due to the 

application of gradients.  This phase is estimated by the term G(t)xtM.
  
In order to ensure the accuracy 

of this estimate to within 2% at the end of half a cycle of the oscillating gradient wave form, tmax must be 

chosen such that 
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where Gmax is the maximum diffusion gradient 

strength achieved during the gradient wave form 

and Lx is the distance to the edge of the simulation 

boundary from the center of the grid (i.e where the 

gradient in the diffusion direction is zero. Terms 

(DtM/x
2
 ) which estimate changes in the 

magnetization due to diffusive processes are found 

in both the SFD method, and the PFD method.  In 

order to ensure the stability of these calculations, 

tmax must be chosen such that the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy condition is satisfied, i.e., 

2

max

x
t

CD


 

14 

where C = 2 for a one-dimensional simulation, 4 

for two dimensions, and 6 for three dimensions.  

In the SFD method, for a given node spacing, it 

will be shown that there is a model size for which 

the oscillatory term adds a more stringent 

restriction on the value of tmax than the restriction 

which is required by the diffusive term. In contrast, 

in the PFD method, the diffusive terms always 

impose the most stringent restriction on tmax. 

Figure 1.  Comparison of tmax for the phase 

estimation term found in the SFD method, tmax 

for the phase term found in the PFD method, and 

tmax for the estimation of diffusive effects found 

in both methods.   Comparisons were done for a 

node spacing of A) 0.1 m, B) 0.2 m, and C) 

0.5 m.  Figure 1 D) shows the ratio of tmax for 

the PFD method to tmax for the SFD for the three 

node spacings.  Note that as node spacing 

increases this ratio becomes greater than 1 at 

lower values of Lx and tmax/Lx is larger. 
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Results and Discussion: Comparisons of the tmax allowed by the constraints in equations 14 and 15 are 

shown in Figure 1.  The constraints on tmax are clearly dependent on both the size of the physical space 

being simulated (Lx) and the node spacing used in the simulation.   At a node spacing of 0.1 m (Fig. 1A), 

the diffusive term sets the limit on the allowable tmax up to a simulation size of 300 m, and neither the 

PFD nor the SFP offer any advantage.   Above that size, however, the SFD requires a smaller tmax..  At 

node spacings of 0.2 m (Fig. 1B) and 0.5 m, the simulation size where the PFD has an advantage over 

the SFD is reduced to 80 m and 10 m, respectively.  Figure 1D shows the ratio of the PFD method 

tmax and the SFD method tmax for 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 m node spacing as a function of the physical size of 

the space being simulated.  Using the PFD method, for simulations of physically realistic experiments, the 

diffusive term always limits the maximum size of the usable time step.  However, when using the SFD 

method, there is a maximum physical extent for the simulation at which the term that approximates the 

phase of the magnetization drives down the maximum size of the time step that can be used while keeping 

that approximation valid. 

 

 

 To test the accuracy of the PFD Model,  simulations were carried out and compared to those of a 

previously published FD method (Harkins et al., 2009).  3D PFD simulations were implemented in C and 

Figure 2.  Comparison of PFD method and FD method developed by Harkins et al for a 3D 

cubic lattice of cubic cells.  The FD method used by Harkens et al assumed the SGP 

approximation.  A / of 0.00001 was in simulations run using the PFD method so that the 

SGP approximation was satisfied.  The solid line represents the theoretical signal decay as a 

function of b-value for free diffusion.  The methods are in very good agreement. 
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CUDA.  In these simulations, tissue was modeled as 10m x 10 m x 10 m cubic cells, in a cubic lattice 

with a cell spacing of 10.8 m. A node spacing of 0.2 m was used.  T2 relaxation times were set to 150 

ms and diffusion coefficients were set to 3.0 m
2
/ms at all locations.  Membrane permeabilities of 0.1 and 

0.01 m/ms were simulated as well as infinitely permeable (free diffusion) and completely impermeable 

membranes.   Both FD and PFD methods simulated diffusion experiments with TE = 80 ms and diffusion 

time = 50 ms.  The FD method necessarily assumes the SGP approximation.  To allow comparison of the 

two methods, diffusion gradient durations of 0.0005 ms were used in the PFD method.  Analytical 

solutions are only applicable in the case of free diffusion, and completely impermeable membranes.  

Representative results of these simulations are shown in Figure 2, where MR signal as a function of b-

value is plotted.  Where analytical solutions are found, the methods are in good agreement with each other 

and with the analytic solution.  Where there is no analytical solution, i.e. when finite permeability is 

incorporated, the methods are in very good agreement with each other.  Table 1 lists the values of the 

ADC calculated from the decay of signal for each condition simulated.  ADCs were determined by fitting 

simulated data to a single exponential decay between b-values of 0 and 1 m
2
/m.  The ADCs calculated 

from the methods are very similar, differing at most by 0.5%, as in the case of impermeable membranes.  

 

 

Figure 3.  Representations of three pulse 

sequences simulated using the PFD 

method.  Pulse sequences with a / of 

0.00001 (top), a / of 0.1 (middle), and a 

/ of 0.4 (bottom) were simulated. 

 

Figure 4.  Results of three simulations using a 

/of 0.00001, 0.1, and 0.4.  The solid line 

represents the theoretical signal decay as a 

function of b-value for diffusion between 

impermeable parallel membranes.  This 

indicates that using methods that assume the 

SGP approximation to analyze data leads to an 

underestimation of the calculated ADC. 
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 A major limitation of the FD method reported by Harkins et al. is its reliance on the SGP 

approximation.  As mentioned previously, the SGP approximation is almost never valid in clinical 

DWMRI experiments.  Figure 3 shows a representation of the gradient waveforms of three different MR 

pulse sequences.  In the first experiment, the diffusion gradients are short ( = 0.0005 ms) compared to 

their separation ( = 50 ms).  In this case,  = 0.00001, and the SGP approximation is valid.  In the 

second experiment, the diffusion gradient waveform has  = 5 ms and  = 50 ms.  In this case  = 0.1 

and the validity of the SGP approximation would be questionable.  In the third experiment, the diffusion 

gradient waveform has  = 20 ms and  = 50 ms.  In this case  = 0.4 and the SGP approximation is 

clearly violated.  Because the PFD method does not require the SGP assumption, the effects of finite 

diffusion gradients can be assessed.  Simulations of one-dimensional water diffusion between 

impermeable barriers were carried out using the PFD method under the three experimental conditions 

described above.  The results of those simulations are plotted in Figure 4 and compared to the analytical 

solution for signal attenuation due to diffusion between two completely impermeable parallel plates.  

Table 2 lists the ADCs determined from these simulations by fitting signal attenuation between b = 0 and 

1 m
2
/m.  The simulations demonstrate that, in a restricted geometry, the use of longer diffusion gradient 

durations results in a lower measured ADC.  This effect has been known for some time and has been dealt 

with in many ways (Coy and Callaghan, 1994; Linse and Sodeerman, 1995; Mitra and Halperin, 1995; 

Cohen and Assaf, 2002; Bar-Shir, 2008; Aslund and Topgaard, 2009).  The PFD method was also 

compared to an FD method reported by Junzhong et al. (Junzhong et al., 2007) which implements revised 

periodic boundary conditions, herein referred to as the revised periodic boundary condition (RPFD) 

method.  The RPFD method estimates the effects of diffusion, applied gradients, and T2 dephasing by 

breaking the calculation into two distinct parts.  First, for each time step, the effects of diffusion on the 

magnetization are estimated.  Then, the magnetization at each node is multiplied by the appropriate 

analytical expression in order to take into account the effects of diffusion gradients and T2 dephasing over 

the time step.  This is in contrast to the PFD method where all effects over a time step are estimated by a  
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single expression.  In the RPFD method, periodic boundary conditions are applied by matching the 

magnetization phase at one end of the domain with that at the other end with a phase shift.  Results of 

comparison 1D simulations, implemented in MATLB, between the PFD and RPFD method are shown in 

Figure 5. The length of the space being simulated was 10 m, a diffusion coefficient of 3 m
2
/ms was 

used, rectangular diffusion pulses were implemented with a diffusion gradient duration of 20 ms, a 

diffusion time of 50ms was used, nodes were spaced at 0.2 m, and a single impermeable membrane was 

simulated in the center of the space.  Table 3 Lists the ADCs calculated from the simulated signal decay 

between b = 0 and 1 m
2
/m.  The two methods are in excellent agreement.  A comprehensive comparison 

of these two methods is beyond the scope of this note and the relative advantages of each method could 

depend on a number of parameters, including the specific type of hardware employed in the 

computations.   

Conclusion: The PFD method described in this paper employs truly periodic boundaries and enables 

simulation of realistic DWMRI experiments.  The use of periodic boundary conditions and the relaxed 

constraints on maximum allowable time step size allow for more rapid simulations compared to a more 

Figure 5.  Comparison of RPFD method and PFD method for a 1D model of diffusion.  

Simulations were run for diffusion between impermeable parallel membranes, parallel 

membranes with a permeability of 0.1 um/ms, and free diffusion.  A / of 0.4 was used.  The 

solid line represents the theoretical signal decay as a function of b-value for free diffusion.  

The methods are in excellent agreement.  Only one set of symbols for each gradient duration 

can be seen because differences between the results obtained using the RPFD method and 

those obtained using the PFD method were negligible. 
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direct SFD method.  Advantages of the PFD will be maximized in simulations of structures with large 

spatial extent, e.g. >100 microns.   With continued advances in computational power, the use of the PFD 

method may allow for more accurate simulations of diffusion in tissue where larger physical extent can be 

modeled with a greater numbers of experimental and biological parameters.  
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Table 1. Calculated ADCs from the FD and PFD methods at different values of membrane permeability 

Method Permeability (m/ms) 

Free Diffusion 0.1 0.01 0.0* 

ADC (m
2
/ms) 

PFD 3.0 0.982 0.485 0.390 

FD 3.0 0.966 0.472 0.378 

*impermeable membranes 

Table 2. Calculated ADCs from the PFD method at different diffusion gradient durations 

 ADC (m
2
/ms) 

0.0* 0.170 

0.00001 0.170 

0.1 0.111 

0.4 0.0535 

*The SGP approximation assumes infinitesimal diffusion gradient duration  

Table 3. Calculated ADCs from the PFD and RPFD methods at different values of membrane 

permeability 

Method Permeability (m/ms) 

Free Diffusion 0.1 0.0 

ADC (m
2
/ms) 

PFD 3.00 0.716 0.0535 

RPFD 3.00 0.716 0.0535 
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Figure 1.  Comparison of tmax for the phase estimation term found in the SFD method, tmax for the phase 

term found in the PFD method, and tmax for the estimation of diffusive effects found in both methods.   

Comparisons were done for a node spacing of A) 0.1 m, B) 0.2 m, and C) 0.5 m.  Figure 1 D) shows 

the ratio of tmax for the PFD method to tmax for the SFD for the three node spacings.  Note that as node 

spacing increases this ratio becomes greater than 1 at lower values of Lx and tmax/Lx is larger. 

Figure 2.  Comparison of PFD method and FD method developed by Harkins et al for a 3D cubic lattice 

of cubic cells.  The FD method used by Harkens et al assumed the SGP approximation.  A / of 0.00001 

was in simulations run using the PFD method so that the SGP approximation was satisfied.  The solid line 

represents the theoretical signal decay as a function of b-value for free diffusion.  The methods are in very 

good agreement. 

Figure 3.  Representations of three pulse sequences simulated using the PFD method.  Pulse sequences 

with a / of 0.00001 (top), a / of 0.1 (middle), and a / of 0.4 (bottom) were simulated. 

Figure 4.  Results of three simulations using a /of 0.00001, 0.1, and 0.4.  The solid line represents the 

theoretical signal decay as a function of b-value for diffusion between impermeable parallel membranes.  

This indicates that using methods that assume the SGP approximation to analyze data leads to an 

underestimation of the calculated ADC. 

Figure 5.  Comparison of RPFD method and PFD method for a 1D model of diffusion.  Simulations were 

run for diffusion between impermeable parallel membranes, parallel membranes with a permeability of 

0.1 um/ms, and free diffusion.  A / of 0.4 was used.  The solid line represents the theoretical signal 

decay as a function of b-value for free diffusion.  The methods are in excellent agreement.  Only one set 

of symbols for each gradient duration can be seen because differences between the results obtained using 

the RPFD method and those obtained using the PFD method were negligible. 
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Appendix B 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <cuda.h> 

#include <pthread.h> 

#include <math.h> 

 

//Number of Devices////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define BUFSIZE MAX_PATH 

#define NUM_Dev 2 

 

//Cubic Cell Geometry Information//////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define X_Dim 10.9 

#define Y_Dim 10.9 

#define Z_Dim 10.9 

 

#define X_Corner 0.1 

#define Y_Corner 0.1 

#define Z_Corner 0.1 
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#define X_Start 10.4 

#define Y_Start 10.4 

#define Z_Start 10.4 

 

#define LCell_Range 0.0 

#define LCell_Step 1.0 

 

#define delta_x .1 

#define delta_y .1 

#define delta_z .1 

 

//Rect Pulse Information///////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define Diff_Time_Start 50.0 

#define Diff_Time_Range 0.0 

#define Diff_Time_Step 20.0 

 

#define Grad_Time_Start 0.01 

#define Grad_Time_Range 0.0 

#define Grad_Time_Step 10.0 

 

#define TE_time 80.0 

 

#define delta_t .0001 
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//Diffusion Coefficient Information////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define Dext_Start 3.0 

#define Dext_Range 0.0 

#define Dext_Step 0.8 

 

#define Dint_Start 1.7 

#define Dint_Range 1.3 

#define Dint_Step 1.3 

 

//T2 Information///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define T2ext_Start 125.0 

#define T2ext_Range 0.0 

#define T2ext_Step 1.0 

 

#define T2int_Start 125.0 

#define T2int_Range 0.0 

#define T2int_Step 1.0 

 

//Permeability Information/////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define Perm_Start .01 

#define Perm_Number 1.0 

#define Perm_Divide 10.0 
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//b-value Information//////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define b_value_Start 0.0 

#define b_value_Range 1.0 

 

#define b_value_Step 1.0 

 

//Constants////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define gamma 267522.2005 

#define pi 3.14159265358979323846264338327950288 

 

//Files////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

#define Filename1 "IntAttenCoeff.dat" 

#define Filename2 "ExtAttenCoeff.dat" 

#define Filename3 "TotalAttenCoeff.dat" 

 

//Structure for pthread////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

struct CUDA_Dev_Param_t 

{ 

 int b_step_count; 

 int Dev_id; 
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 double Delta_Time; 

 double Gradient_Time; 

 double TE_Time; 

 double *ip_mag_new; 

 double *op_mag_new; 

 double *inv_T2; 

 double *ip_mag_old; 

 double *op_mag_old; 

 double *diff_x; 

 double *diff_y; 

 double *diff_z; 

}; 

 

//Functions////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

void *CUDA_Dev_Call(void *arg); 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

double GradStrCalc(double b_value, double Delta, double Gradient); 

 

double Time_Dep_GradX(int t, int pre_diff_time_steps, int diff_time_steps, int grad_time_steps, int 

post_diff_time_steps, int exp_time_steps, double grad_str, double GX, double theta, double phi); 

double Time_Dep_GradY(int t, int pre_diff_time_steps, int diff_time_steps, int grad_time_steps, int 

post_diff_time_steps, int exp_time_steps, double grad_str, double GY, double theta, double phi); 

double Time_Dep_GradZ(int t, int pre_diff_time_steps, int diff_time_steps, int grad_time_steps, int 

post_diff_time_steps, int exp_time_steps, double grad_str, double GZ, double theta, double phi); 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

__global__ void Edges(double *ip_mag_new_cuda, double *op_mag_new_cuda, double 

*ip_mag_old_cuda, double *op_mag_old_cuda, int X_Lim, int Y_Lim, int Z_Lim); 

 

__global__ void DiffusionSim(double *ip_mag_new_cuda, double *op_mag_new_cuda, double 

*inv_T2_cuda, double *ip_mag_old_cuda, double *op_mag_old_cuda, double *diff_x_cuda, double 

*diff_y_cuda, double *diff_z_cuda, double inv_delta_x_sqrd, double inv_delta_y_sqrd, double 

inv_delta_z_sqrd, double Cosx, double Cosy, double Cosz, double Sinx, double Siny, double Sinz, int 

X_Lim, int Y_Lim, int Z_Lim, int exp_time_steps, int t); 

 

//MAIN/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

int main() 

{ 

 FILE *IntAttenCoeff; 

 FILE *ExtAttenCoeff; 

 FILE *TotalAttenCoeff; 

 

 time_t Time_Start, Time_Stop; 

 Time_Start = time(NULL); 

 

 const int X_Lim = int(round(X_Dim/delta_x)); 

 const int Y_Lim = int(round(Y_Dim/delta_y)); 

 const int Z_Lim = int(round(Z_Dim/delta_z)); 
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 printf("X_Lim %d\n", X_Lim); 

 printf("Y_Lim %d\n", Y_Lim); 

 printf("Z_Lim %d\n\n", Z_Lim); 

 

 pthread_t threads[NUM_Dev]; 

 struct CUDA_Dev_Param_t CUDA_Param[NUM_Dev]; 

 

 int data_index; 

 int device_index; 

 

 double *ip_new_mag[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *op_new_mag[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *T2_inv[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *ip_old_mag[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *op_old_mag[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *x_diff[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *y_diff[NUM_Dev]; 

 double *z_diff[NUM_Dev]; 

 

 for (device_index = 0; device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

 { 

  ip_new_mag[device_index] = (double *)calloc(X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim, sizeof(double)); 

  op_new_mag[device_index] = (double *)calloc(X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim, sizeof(double)); 

  T2_inv[device_index] = (double *)calloc(X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim, sizeof(double)); 

  ip_old_mag[device_index] = (double *)calloc((X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2), 

sizeof(double)); 
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  op_old_mag[device_index] = (double *)calloc((X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2), 

sizeof(double)); 

  x_diff[device_index] = (double *)calloc((X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2), 

sizeof(double)); 

  y_diff[device_index] = (double *)calloc((X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2), 

sizeof(double)); 

  z_diff[device_index] = (double *)calloc((X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2), 

sizeof(double)); 

 } 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

 int Dext_Loop, Dext_Loop_Steps; 

 Dext_Loop_Steps =  int(round(float(Dext_Range/Dext_Step))) + 1; 

 

 int Dint_Loop, Dint_Loop_Steps; 

 Dint_Loop_Steps =  int(round(float(Dint_Range/Dint_Step))) + 1; 

 

 int LCell_Loop, LCell_Loop_Steps; 

 LCell_Loop_Steps =  int(round(float(LCell_Range/LCell_Step))) + 1; 

 

 int Perm_Loop, Perm_Loop_Steps; 

 Perm_Loop_Steps =  int(Perm_Number); 

 

 for (Dext_Loop = 0; Dext_Loop < Dext_Loop_Steps; Dext_Loop++) 

 { 

  for (Dint_Loop = 0; Dint_Loop < Dint_Loop_Steps; Dint_Loop++) 
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  { 

   for (LCell_Loop = 0; LCell_Loop < LCell_Loop_Steps; LCell_Loop++) 

   { 

    for (Perm_Loop = 0; Perm_Loop < Perm_Loop_Steps; Perm_Loop++) 

    { 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

     double ExtDiffCoeff; 

     ExtDiffCoeff = double(Dext_Start) + 

double(Dext_Loop)*double(Dext_Step); 

 

     double IntDiffCoeff; 

     IntDiffCoeff = double(Dint_Start) + 

double(Dint_Loop)*double(Dint_Step); 

 

     for (device_index = 0; device_index < NUM_Dev; 

device_index++) 

     { 

      for (data_index = 0; data_index < (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 

2) * (Z_Lim + 2); data_index++) 

      { 

       x_diff[device_index][data_index] = ExtDiffCoeff; 

       y_diff[device_index][data_index] = ExtDiffCoeff; 

       z_diff[device_index][data_index] = ExtDiffCoeff; 

      } 

     } 
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//Restricted Diffusion (Rectangular Cell)//////////////////////////// 

 

     // Simple way to set up a cubic cell.  One can define a corner 

and the length of each edge. 

     // The intracellular diffusion coefficient of that cell will then be 

filled in. 

 

     double XCorner1, YCorner1, ZCorner1, XLength1, YLength1, 

ZLength1; 

     int XCornerSteps1, YCornerSteps1, ZCornerSteps1, 

XLengthSteps1, YLengthSteps1, ZLengthSteps1; 

 

     XCorner1 = double(X_Corner); 

     YCorner1 = double(Y_Corner);  

     ZCorner1 = double(Z_Corner); 

 

     XCornerSteps1 = int(round(XCorner1/delta_x)); 

     YCornerSteps1 = int(round(YCorner1/delta_y)); 

     ZCornerSteps1 = int(round(ZCorner1/delta_z)); 

 

//     printf("X Corner: %i\nY Corner: %i\nZ Corner: %i\n\n", 

XCornerSteps1, YCornerSteps1, ZCornerSteps1); 

 

     XLength1 = double(X_Start) + 

double(LCell_Loop)*double(LCell_Step); 

     YLength1 = double(Y_Start) + 

double(LCell_Loop)*double(LCell_Step); 
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     ZLength1 = double(Z_Start) + 

double(LCell_Loop)*double(LCell_Step); 

 

     XLengthSteps1 = int(round(XLength1/delta_x)); 

     YLengthSteps1 = int(round(YLength1/delta_y)); 

     ZLengthSteps1 = int(round(ZLength1/delta_z)); 

 

//     printf("X Length1: %i\nY Length1: %i\nZ Length1: %i\n\n", 

XLengthSteps1, YLengthSteps1, ZLengthSteps1); 

 

//IntraCellular Diffusion Coefficients/////////////////////////////// 

 

     int i, j, k; 

     double CellMemPerm; 

     double CellMemDwPerm; 

 

     CellMemPerm = double(Perm_Start)/pow(double(Perm_Divide), 

double(Perm_Loop)); 

 

     CellMemDwPerm = 

CellMemPerm*delta_x*ExtDiffCoeff/(CellMemPerm*delta_x+ExtDiffCoeff); 

 

     for (device_index = 0; device_index < NUM_Dev; 

device_index++) 

     { 

      for (i=(XCornerSteps1); 

i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

      { 
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       for (k=(ZCornerSteps1); 

k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

       { 

        for (j=(YCornerSteps1); 

j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

        { 

        

 x_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = IntDiffCoeff; 

        

 y_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = IntDiffCoeff; 

        

 z_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = IntDiffCoeff; 

        } 

       } 

      } 

 

//Cell Membrane////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

      i = XCornerSteps1; 

      for (k=ZCornerSteps1; 

k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

      { 

       for (j=YCornerSteps1; 

j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

       { 

       

 x_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = CellMemDwPerm; 

       } 

      } 
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      i = XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1; 

      for (k=ZCornerSteps1; 

k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

      { 

       for (j=YCornerSteps1; 

j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

       { 

       

 x_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = CellMemDwPerm; 

       } 

      } 

 

      j = YCornerSteps1; 

      for (k=ZCornerSteps1; 

k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

      { 

       for (i=XCornerSteps1; 

i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

       { 

       

 y_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = CellMemDwPerm; 

       } 

      } 

 

      j = YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1; 

      for (k=ZCornerSteps1; 

k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 
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      { 

       for (i=XCornerSteps1; 

i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

       { 

       

 y_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = CellMemDwPerm; 

       } 

      } 

 

      k = ZCornerSteps1; 

      for (j=YCornerSteps1; 

j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

      { 

       for (i=XCornerSteps1; 

i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

       { 

       

 z_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = CellMemDwPerm; 

       } 

      } 

 

      k = ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1; 

      for (j=YCornerSteps1; 

j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

      { 

       for (i=XCornerSteps1; 

i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

       { 
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 z_diff[device_index][(k+1)*(X_Lim+2)*(Y_Lim+2)+(j+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(i+1)] = CellMemDwPerm; 

       }  

      } 

     } 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

     int T2ext_Loop, T2ext_Loop_Steps; 

     T2ext_Loop_Steps =  int(round(float(T2ext_Range/T2ext_Step))) 

+ 1; 

 

     int T2int_Loop, T2int_Loop_Steps; 

     T2int_Loop_Steps =  int(round(float(T2int_Range/T2int_Step))) 

+ 1; 

 

     for (T2ext_Loop = 0; T2ext_Loop < T2ext_Loop_Steps; 

T2ext_Loop++) 

     { 

      for (T2int_Loop = 0; T2int_Loop < T2int_Loop_Steps; 

T2int_Loop++) 

      { 

       double T2_ext; 

       double T2_int; 

 

       T2_ext = double(T2ext_Start) + 

double(T2ext_Loop)*double(T2ext_Step); 
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       T2_int = double(T2int_Start) + 

double(T2int_Loop)*double(T2int_Step); 

 

       for (device_index = 0; device_index < 

NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

       { 

        for (data_index = 0; data_index < 

(X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim); data_index++) 

        { 

        

 T2_inv[device_index][data_index] = delta_t/T2_ext; 

        } 

       } 

 

       for (device_index = 0; device_index < 

NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

       { 

        for (i=(XCornerSteps1); 

i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

        { 

         for (k=(ZCornerSteps1); 

k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

         { 

          for (j=(YCornerSteps1); 

j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

          { 

          

 T2_inv[device_index][k*X_Lim*Y_Lim + j * X_Lim + i] = delta_t/T2_int; 
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//          

 T2_inv[device_index][k*X_Lim*Y_Lim + j * X_Lim + i] = 0; 

          } 

         } 

        } 

       } 

  

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

       int Diff_Time_Loop, Diff_Time_Loop_Steps; 

       Diff_Time_Loop_Steps =  

int(round(float(Diff_Time_Range/Diff_Time_Step))) + 1; 

 

       int Grad_Time_Loop, Grad_Time_Loop_Steps; 

       Grad_Time_Loop_Steps =  

int(round(float(Grad_Time_Range/Grad_Time_Step))) + 1; 

 

       int b_value_Loop, b_value_Loop_Steps; 

       b_value_Loop_Steps =  

int(round((float(b_value_Range)/float(b_value_Step)+1)/2)); 

 

       for (Diff_Time_Loop = 0; Diff_Time_Loop < 

Diff_Time_Loop_Steps; Diff_Time_Loop++) 

       { 

        for (Grad_Time_Loop = 0; 

Grad_Time_Loop < Grad_Time_Loop_Steps; Grad_Time_Loop++) 

        { 

//Experimental Parameters//////////////////////////////////////////// 
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         double Delta; 

         double Gradient; 

         double TE; 

 

         Delta = double(Diff_Time_Start) 

+ double(Diff_Time_Loop)*double(Diff_Time_Step); 

         Gradient = 

double(Grad_Time_Start) + double(Grad_Time_Loop)*double(Grad_Time_Step); 

         TE = double(TE_time); 

 

//Create Folder////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

          

         TCHAR *DirSet; 

         float Param_Val; 

         TCHAR 

Param_String[MAX_PATH]; 

         TCHAR NewDir[MAX_PATH]; 

  

//Set to Desktop Simulations Folder////////////////////////////////// 

 

         DirSet = "C:\\Documents and 

Settings\\Greg\\Desktop\\P2Final"; 

         SetCurrentDirectory(DirSet); 

           

//Cell Information/////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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         NewDir[0] = '\0'; 

         strcat(NewDir, DirSet); 

         strcat(NewDir, 

"\\CubicCellSpaceSize"); 

 

         Param_Val = float(X_Dim); 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%2.1f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

           

         strcat(NewDir, "LCell"); 

         Param_Val = XLength1; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%2.1f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

           

         CreateDirectory(NewDir,NULL); 

         DirSet = NewDir; 

         SetCurrentDirectory(DirSet); 

 

//Pulse Information////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

         strcat(NewDir, 

"\\RectPulseDelta"); 

         Param_Val = Delta; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%2.1f",Param_Val); 
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         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "delta"); 

         Param_Val = Gradient; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%2.1f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "TE"); 

         Param_Val = TE; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%2.0f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         CreateDirectory(NewDir,NULL); 

         DirSet = NewDir; 

         SetCurrentDirectory(DirSet); 

 

//Diffusion and Permeability///////////////////////////////////////// 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "\\Dext"); 

         Param_Val = ExtDiffCoeff; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%1.1f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "Dint"); 
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         Param_Val = IntDiffCoeff; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%1.1f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "Perm"); 

         Param_Val = CellMemPerm; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%0.5f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         CreateDirectory(NewDir,NULL); 

         DirSet = NewDir; 

         SetCurrentDirectory(DirSet); 

 

//T2 ext T2 int////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "\\T2ext"); 

         Param_Val = T2_ext; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%3.0f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "T2int"); 

         Param_Val = T2_int; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%3.0f",Param_Val); 
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         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         CreateDirectory(NewDir,NULL); 

         DirSet = NewDir; 

         SetCurrentDirectory(DirSet); 

 

//b-value information//////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

 

         double Start_b_value = 

double(b_value_Start); 

         double Stop_b_value = 

double(b_value_Start) + double(b_value_Range); 

         double Step_b_value = 

double(b_value_Step); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, 

"\\b_valueStart"); 

         Param_Val = Start_b_value; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%1.2f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         strcat(NewDir, "Stop"); 

         Param_Val = Stop_b_value; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%1.2f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 
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         strcat(NewDir, "Step"); 

         Param_Val = Step_b_value; 

        

 sprintf(Param_String,"%1.2f",Param_Val); 

         strcat(NewDir, Param_String); 

 

         CreateDirectory(NewDir,NULL); 

         DirSet = NewDir; 

         SetCurrentDirectory(DirSet); 

 

//Open Files///////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

         IntAttenCoeff = 

fopen(Filename1,"w"); 

         ExtAttenCoeff = 

fopen(Filename2,"w"); 

         TotalAttenCoeff = 

fopen(Filename3,"w");          

 

         for (b_value_Loop = 0; 

b_value_Loop < b_value_Loop_Steps; b_value_Loop++) 

         { 

 

///What is Running?////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

          printf("\nSTART 

SIMULATION\n\n"); 
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          printf("Cell Size: 

%f\n",XLength1); 

          printf("Membrane 

Permeability: %f\n\n", CellMemPerm); 

 

          printf("Diffusion Time: 

%f\n", Delta); 

          printf("Gradient Pulse 

Duration: %f\n", Gradient); 

          printf("TE: %f\n\n", TE); 

 

          printf("D_ext: %f\n", 

ExtDiffCoeff); 

          printf("D_int: %f\n\n", 

IntDiffCoeff); 

 

          printf("T2_ext: 

%f\n",T2_ext); 

          printf("T2_int: 

%f\n\n",T2_int); 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

          double 

total_mag_sum0[NUM_Dev], int_mag_sum0[NUM_Dev], ext_mag_sum0[NUM_Dev]; 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 
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          { 

           for (data_index 

= 0; data_index < (X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim); data_index++) 

           { 

           

 ip_new_mag[device_index][data_index] = 1; 

           

 op_new_mag[device_index][data_index] = 0; 

           } 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

           for (data_index 

= 0; data_index < (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2); data_index++) 

           { 

           

 ip_old_mag[device_index][data_index] = 0; 

           

 op_old_mag[device_index][data_index] = 0; 

           } 

          } 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

           /* Setting up 

initial magnetizations */ 
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          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

          

 total_mag_sum0[device_index] = 0; 

          

 int_mag_sum0[device_index] = 0; 

          

 ext_mag_sum0[device_index] = 0; 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

           for (data_index 

= 0; data_index < (X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim); data_index++) 

           { 

           

 total_mag_sum0[device_index] = total_mag_sum0[device_index] + 

ip_new_mag[device_index][data_index]; 

           } 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

           for 

(i=(XCornerSteps1); i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

           { 
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            for 

(k=(ZCornerSteps1); k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

            { 

            

 for (j=(YCornerSteps1); j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

            

 { 

             

 int_mag_sum0[device_index] = int_mag_sum0[device_index] + ip_new_mag[device_index][k * 

X_Lim * Y_Lim + j * X_Lim + i]; 

            

 } 

            } 

           } 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

          

 ext_mag_sum0[device_index] = total_mag_sum0[device_index] - int_mag_sum0[device_index]; 

          } 

 

//          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

//          { 

//          

 total_mag_sum0[device_index] = 0; 

//          

 int_mag_sum0[device_index] = 0; 
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//          } 

// 

//          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

//          { 

//           for 

(i=(XCornerSteps1); i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

//           { 

//            for 

(k=(ZCornerSteps1); k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 

//            { 

//            

 for (j=(YCornerSteps1); j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

//            

 { 

//             

 int_mag_sum0[device_index] = int_mag_sum0[device_index] + .7*ip_new_mag[device_index][k 

* X_Lim * Y_Lim + j * X_Lim + i]; 

//             

 int_mag_sum0[device_index] = int_mag_sum0[device_index] + ip_new_mag[device_index][k * 

X_Lim * Y_Lim + j * X_Lim + i]; 

//            

 } 

//            } 

//           } 

//          } 

// 

//          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

//          { 
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//          

 total_mag_sum0[device_index] = ext_mag_sum0[device_index] + int_mag_sum0[device_index]; 

//          } 

 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].b_step_count = b_value_Loop; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].Dev_id = device_index; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].Delta_Time = Delta; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].Gradient_Time = Gradient; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].TE_Time = TE; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].ip_mag_new = ip_new_mag[device_index]; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].op_mag_new = op_new_mag[device_index]; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].inv_T2 = T2_inv[device_index]; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].ip_mag_old = ip_old_mag[device_index]; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].op_mag_old = op_old_mag[device_index]; 
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 CUDA_Param[device_index].diff_x = x_diff[device_index]; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].diff_y = y_diff[device_index]; 

          

 CUDA_Param[device_index].diff_z = z_diff[device_index]; 

   

          

 pthread_create(& threads[device_index], NULL, CUDA_Dev_Call, & 

CUDA_Param[device_index]); 

          } 

 

          for(device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; ++device_index)  

          { 

          

 pthread_join(threads[device_index], NULL); 

          } 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

          double 

total_mag_sum[NUM_Dev]; 

          double 

int_mag_sum[NUM_Dev]; 

          double 

ext_mag_sum[NUM_Dev]; 

 

          for(device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; ++device_index) 
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          { 

          

 total_mag_sum[device_index] = 0; 

          

 int_mag_sum[device_index] = 0; 

          

 ext_mag_sum[device_index] = 0; 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

           for (data_index 

= 0; data_index < (X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim); data_index++) 

           { 

           

 total_mag_sum[device_index] = total_mag_sum[device_index] + 

ip_new_mag[device_index][data_index]; 

           } 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

           for 

(i=(XCornerSteps1); i<(XCornerSteps1+XLengthSteps1); i++) 

           { 

            for 

(k=(ZCornerSteps1); k<(ZCornerSteps1+ZLengthSteps1); k++) 
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            { 

            

 for (j=(YCornerSteps1); j<(YCornerSteps1+YLengthSteps1); j++) 

            

 { 

             

 int_mag_sum[device_index] = int_mag_sum[device_index] + ip_new_mag[device_index][k * 

X_Lim * Y_Lim + j * X_Lim + i]; 

            

 } 

            } 

           } 

          } 

 

          for (device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

          { 

          

 ext_mag_sum[device_index] = total_mag_sum[device_index] - int_mag_sum[device_index]; 

          } 

 

 

//Folder and File Managment////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

          double b_val; 

 

          for(device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; ++device_index)  

          { 
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           b_val = 

double(b_value_Start) + double(b_value_Loop) * double(NUM_Dev) * double(b_value_Step) + 

double(device_index) * double(b_value_Step); 

 

          

 fprintf(IntAttenCoeff,"%f %f %f ", b_val, int_mag_sum[device_index], 

int_mag_sum0[device_index]); 

 

          

 fprintf(ExtAttenCoeff,"%f %f %f ", b_val, ext_mag_sum[device_index], 

ext_mag_sum0[device_index]); 

 

          

 fprintf(TotalAttenCoeff,"%f %f %f ", b_val, total_mag_sum[device_index], 

total_mag_sum0[device_index]); 

          } 

 

          for(device_index = 0; 

device_index < NUM_Dev; ++device_index)  

          { 

           b_val = 

double(b_value_Start) + double(b_value_Loop) * double(NUM_Dev) * double(b_value_Step) + 

double(device_index) * double(b_value_Step); 

 

           printf("b-value: 

%f\nTotal: %f\nInt: %f\nExt: %f\n", b_val, 

total_mag_sum[device_index]/total_mag_sum0[device_index], 

int_mag_sum[device_index]/int_mag_sum0[device_index], 

ext_mag_sum[device_index]/ext_mag_sum0[device_index]); 

          } 

         } 
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         fclose(IntAttenCoeff); 

         fclose(ExtAttenCoeff); 

         fclose(TotalAttenCoeff); 

 

        } 

       } 

      } 

     } 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

          

 for (device_index = 0; device_index < NUM_Dev; device_index++) 

 { 

  free(ip_new_mag[device_index]); 

  free(op_new_mag[device_index]); 

  free(ip_old_mag[device_index]); 

  free(T2_inv[device_index]); 

  free(op_old_mag[device_index]); 

  free(x_diff[device_index]); 

  free(y_diff[device_index]); 

  free(z_diff[device_index]); 

 } 
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 Time_Stop = time(NULL); 

 printf("Computation time: %ld\n", (long) (Time_Stop - Time_Start)); 

 

 return(0); 

} 

  

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

void *CUDA_Dev_Call(void * arg) 

{ 

 const int X_Lim = int(round(X_Dim/delta_x)); 

 const int Y_Lim = int(round(Y_Dim/delta_y)); 

 const int Z_Lim = int(round(Z_Dim/delta_z)); 

 

 double *ip_mag_new_thread; 

 double *op_mag_new_thread; 

 double *inv_T2_thread; 

 double *ip_mag_old_thread; 

 double *op_mag_old_thread; 

 double *diff_x_thread; 

 double *diff_y_thread; 

 double *diff_z_thread; 

  

 struct CUDA_Dev_Param_t Param = *((struct CUDA_Dev_Param_t *) arg); 
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 cudaSetDevice(Param.Dev_id); 

  

 dim3 dim_block(X_Lim); 

 dim3 num_block(Y_Lim,Z_Lim); 

 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &ip_mag_new_thread, X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim * sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &op_mag_new_thread, X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim * sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &inv_T2_thread, X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim * sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &ip_mag_old_thread, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &op_mag_old_thread, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &diff_x_thread, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &diff_y_thread, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * sizeof(double)); 

 cudaMalloc( (void**) &diff_z_thread, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * sizeof(double)); 

 

// printf("I have allocated memory! %d\n", Param.Dev_id); 

 

 cudaMemcpy(ip_mag_new_thread, Param.ip_mag_new, X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim * sizeof(double), 

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 cudaMemcpy(op_mag_new_thread, Param.op_mag_new, X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim * sizeof(double), 

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 cudaMemcpy(inv_T2_thread, Param.inv_T2, X_Lim*Y_Lim*Z_Lim * sizeof(double), 

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 cudaMemcpy(ip_mag_old_thread, Param.ip_mag_old, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
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 cudaMemcpy(op_mag_old_thread, Param.op_mag_old, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 cudaMemcpy(diff_x_thread, Param.diff_x, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 cudaMemcpy(diff_y_thread, Param.diff_y, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 cudaMemcpy(diff_z_thread, Param.diff_z, (X_Lim + 2) * (Y_Lim + 2) * (Z_Lim + 2) * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 

 

// printf("I have copied arrays to the device! %d\n", Param.Dev_id); 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

 double b_value, Delta, Gradient, TE, grad_str; 

 

 Delta = Param.Delta_Time; 

 Gradient = Param. Gradient_Time; 

 TE = Param.TE_Time;  

 

 b_value = double(b_value_Start) + double(Param.b_step_count) * double(NUM_Dev) * 

double(b_value_Step) + double(Param.Dev_id) * double(b_value_Step); 

 

//What is Running Cont.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

 

  

 printf("Device: %d\n", Param.Dev_id); 

 printf("b-value: %f\n", b_value); 
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 grad_str = GradStrCalc(b_value, Delta, Gradient); 

 

 double theta, phi; 

 theta = pi/2; 

 phi = 0; 

 

 double GX, GY, GZ; 

 GX = 0; 

 GY = 0; 

 GZ = 0; 

 

 double Ax, Ay, Az; 

 Ax = 0; 

 Ay = 0; 

 Az = 0; 

 

 double Cosx, Cosy, Cosz, Sinx, Siny, Sinz; 

 

 double inv_delta_x_sqrd, inv_delta_y_sqrd, inv_delta_z_sqrd; 

 inv_delta_x_sqrd = delta_t/(delta_x*delta_x); 

 inv_delta_y_sqrd = delta_t/(delta_y*delta_y); 

 inv_delta_z_sqrd = delta_t/(delta_z*delta_z); 

 

// printf("inv deltz %f, %f, %f\n", inv_delta_x_sqrd, inv_delta_y_sqrd, inv_delta_z_sqrd); 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

 double PrePost_Time; 

 int t, pre_diff_time_steps, diff_time_steps, grad_time_steps, post_diff_time_steps, 

exp_time_steps; 

 

 PrePost_Time = (TE-(Delta+Gradient))/2; 

 

 pre_diff_time_steps = int(round(PrePost_Time/delta_t)); 

 diff_time_steps = int(round(Delta/delta_t)); 

 grad_time_steps = int(round(Gradient/delta_t)); 

 post_diff_time_steps = int(round(PrePost_Time/delta_t)); 

 

 exp_time_steps = pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps + 

post_diff_time_steps; 

 

 printf("%d exp_time_steps: %d\n", Param.Dev_id, exp_time_steps); 

 

 double percent; 

 

 time_t Time0, Time1; 

 Time0 = time(NULL); 

 

// printf("%d Here I am\n", Param.Dev_id); 
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 for(t = 0; t < exp_time_steps; t++) 

 { 

  GX = Time_Dep_GradX(t, pre_diff_time_steps, diff_time_steps, grad_time_steps, 

post_diff_time_steps, exp_time_steps, grad_str, GX, theta, phi); 

  GY = Time_Dep_GradY(t, pre_diff_time_steps, diff_time_steps, grad_time_steps, 

post_diff_time_steps, exp_time_steps, grad_str, GY, theta, phi); 

  GZ = Time_Dep_GradZ(t, pre_diff_time_steps, diff_time_steps, grad_time_steps, 

post_diff_time_steps, exp_time_steps, grad_str, GZ, theta, phi); 

 

  Ax = Ax + gamma * GX * delta_t; 

  Ay = Ay + gamma * GY * delta_t; 

  Az = Az + gamma * GZ * delta_t; 

 

  Cosx = cos(Ax*delta_x); 

  Cosy = cos(Ay*delta_y); 

  Cosz = cos(Az*delta_z); 

 

  Sinx = sin(Ax*delta_x); 

  Siny = sin(Ay*delta_y); 

  Sinz = sin(Az*delta_z); 

 

  Edges<<<num_block,dim_block>>>(ip_mag_new_thread, op_mag_new_thread, 

ip_mag_old_thread, op_mag_old_thread, X_Lim, Y_Lim, Z_Lim); 

 

  DiffusionSim<<< num_block, dim_block >>>(ip_mag_new_thread, op_mag_new_thread, 

inv_T2_thread, ip_mag_old_thread, op_mag_old_thread, diff_x_thread, diff_y_thread, diff_z_thread, 

inv_delta_x_sqrd, inv_delta_y_sqrd, inv_delta_z_sqrd, Cosx, Cosy, Cosz, Sinx, Siny, Sinz, X_Lim, Y_Lim, 

Z_Lim, exp_time_steps, t); 
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  if(t%(exp_time_steps/10) == 0) 

  { 

   percent = t*100/exp_time_steps; 

   printf("Percent complete: %f\n", percent); 

  } 

 } 

 

 Time1 = time(NULL); 

 printf("Time loop: %ld\n", (long) (Time1 - Time0)); 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

 cudaMemcpy(Param.ip_mag_new, ip_mag_new_thread, X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); 

 cudaMemcpy(Param.op_mag_new, op_mag_new_thread, X_Lim * Y_Lim * Z_Lim * 

sizeof(double), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); 

 

 cudaFree(ip_mag_new_thread); 

 cudaFree(op_mag_new_thread); 

 cudaFree(ip_mag_old_thread); 

 cudaFree(op_mag_old_thread); 

 cudaFree(diff_x_thread); 

 cudaFree(diff_y_thread); 

 cudaFree(diff_z_thread); 
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 cudaThreadExit(); 

 pthread_exit(NULL); 

 return(0); 

} 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

double GradStrCalc(double b_value, double Delta, double Gradient) 

{ 

 double GS; 

 GS = sqrt(b_value/(gamma*gamma * Gradient*Gradient * (Delta - Gradient/3))); 

 return GS; 

} 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

double Time_Dep_GradX(int t, int pre_diff_time_steps, int diff_time_steps, int grad_time_steps, int 

post_diff_time_steps, int exp_time_steps, double grad_str, double GX, double theta, double phi) 

{ 

 double GradStrX = grad_str * sin(theta) * cos(phi); 

 

 if (t < pre_diff_time_steps) 

 { 

  GX = 0; 

 } 
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 if (t >= pre_diff_time_steps && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GX = GradStrX; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps) && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GX = 0; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps) && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + 

grad_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GX = -GradStrX; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps) && t <= exp_time_steps) 

 { 

  GX = 0; 

 } 

 

// GX = 0; 

 

 return GX; 

} 
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double Time_Dep_GradY(int t, int pre_diff_time_steps, int diff_time_steps, int grad_time_steps, int 

post_diff_time_steps, int exp_time_steps, double grad_str, double GY, double theta, double phi) 

{ 

 double GradStrY = grad_str * sin(theta) * sin(phi); 

 

 if (t < pre_diff_time_steps) 

 { 

  GY = 0; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= pre_diff_time_steps && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GY = GradStrY; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps) && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GY = 0; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps) && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + 

grad_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GY = -GradStrY; 

 } 
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 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps) && t <= exp_time_steps) 

 { 

  GY = 0; 

 } 

 

// GY = 0; 

 

 return GY; 

} 

 

double Time_Dep_GradZ(int t, int pre_diff_time_steps, int diff_time_steps, int grad_time_steps, int 

post_diff_time_steps, int exp_time_steps, double grad_str, double GZ, double theta, double phi) 

{ 

 double GradStrZ = grad_str * cos(theta); 

 

 if (t < pre_diff_time_steps) 

 { 

  GZ = 0; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= pre_diff_time_steps && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GZ = GradStrZ; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps) && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps)) 
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 { 

  GZ = 0; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps) && t < (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + 

grad_time_steps)) 

 { 

  GZ = -GradStrZ; 

 } 

 

 if (t >= (pre_diff_time_steps + diff_time_steps + grad_time_steps) && t <= exp_time_steps) 

 { 

  GZ = 0; 

 } 

 

// GZ = 0; 

 

 return GZ; 

} 

 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

__global__ void Edges(double *ip_mag_new_cuda, double *op_mag_new_cuda, double 

*ip_mag_old_cuda, double *op_mag_old_cuda, int X_Lim, int Y_Lim, int Z_Lim) 

{ 
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 int idx, idy, idz, New_center, Old_center; 

 

 idx = threadIdx.x; 

 idy = blockIdx.x; 

 idz = blockIdx.y; 

 

 if (idx<X_Lim && idy<Y_Lim && idz<Z_Lim) 

 { 

 

  New_center = idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim + idx; 

  Old_center = (idz +1)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1); 

  ip_mag_old_cuda[Old_center] = ip_mag_new_cuda[New_center]; 

  op_mag_old_cuda[Old_center] = op_mag_new_cuda[New_center]; 

 

  //Planes on X faces 

  ip_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2) + (idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)] = 

ip_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim + (X_Lim-1)]; 

  ip_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2)+ (idy+1)*(X_Lim+2) + (X_Lim+1)]= 

ip_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim]; 

  //Planes on Y faces 

  ip_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2) + (idx+1)] = 

ip_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + (Y_Lim-1)*X_Lim + idx]; 

  ip_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2)+(Y_Lim+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1)] = 

ip_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idx]; 

  //Planes on Z faces 

  ip_mag_old_cuda[(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2) + (idx+1)] = ip_mag_new_cuda[(Z_Lim-

1)*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim + idx]; 
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  ip_mag_old_cuda[(Z_Lim+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2) + (idy+1)*(X_Lim+2) + (idx+1)] = 

ip_mag_new_cuda[idy*X_Lim + idx]; 

 

  //Planes on X faces 

  op_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2) + (idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)] = 

op_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim + (X_Lim-1)]; 

  op_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2)+ (idy+1)*(X_Lim+2) + (X_Lim+1)]= 

op_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim]; 

  //Planes on Y faces 

  op_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2) + (idx+1)] = 

op_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + (Y_Lim-1)*X_Lim + idx]; 

  op_mag_old_cuda[(idz+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2)+(Y_Lim+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1)] = 

op_mag_new_cuda[idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idx]; 

  //Planes on Z faces 

  op_mag_old_cuda[(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2) + (idx+1)] = op_mag_new_cuda[(Z_Lim-

1)*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim + idx]; 

  op_mag_old_cuda[(Z_Lim+1)*(Y_Lim +2)*(X_Lim+2) + (idy+1)*(X_Lim+2) + (idx+1)] = 

op_mag_new_cuda[idy*X_Lim + idx]; 

 } 

} 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

__global__ void DiffusionSim(double *ip_mag_new_cuda, double *op_mag_new_cuda, double 

*inv_T2_cuda, double *ip_mag_old_cuda, double *op_mag_old_cuda, double *diff_x_cuda, double 

*diff_y_cuda, double *diff_z_cuda, double inv_delta_x_sqrd, double inv_delta_y_sqrd, double 

inv_delta_z_sqrd, double Cosx, double Cosy, double Cosz, double Sinx, double Siny, double Sinz, int 

X_Lim, int Y_Lim, int Z_Lim, int exp_time_steps, int t) 

{ 

 int idx, idy, idz, New_center, Old_center, Xplus, Xminus, Yplus, Yminus, Zplus, Zminus; 
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 idx = threadIdx.x; 

 idy = blockIdx.x; 

 idz = blockIdx.y; 

 

 if (idx<X_Lim && idy<Y_Lim && idz<Z_Lim) 

 { 

 

  New_center = idz*Y_Lim*X_Lim + idy*X_Lim + idx; 

  Old_center = (idz +1)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1); 

  Xplus = (idz+1)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+2); 

  Xminus = (idz+1)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)+idx; 

  Yplus =  (idz+1)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1); 

  Yminus = (idz+1)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+idy*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1); 

  Zplus = (idz+2)*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1); 

  Zminus = idz*(Y_Lim+2)*(X_Lim+2)+(idy+1)*(X_Lim+2)+(idx+1); 

 

  ip_mag_new_cuda[New_center] = (1 - (inv_delta_x_sqrd * (diff_x_cuda[Xplus] + 

diff_x_cuda[Old_center]) + inv_delta_y_sqrd * (diff_y_cuda[Yplus] + diff_y_cuda[Old_center]) + 

inv_delta_z_sqrd * (diff_z_cuda[Zplus] + diff_z_cuda[Old_center]))) * ip_mag_old_cuda[Old_center] - 

inv_T2_cuda[New_center] * ip_mag_old_cuda[Old_center] + 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Xplus]*Cosx*ip_mag_old_cuda[Xplus] + 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Old_center]*Cosx*ip_mag_old_cuda[Xminus] + 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Xplus]*Sinx*op_mag_old_cuda[Xplus] - 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Old_center]*Sinx*op_mag_old_cuda[Xminus] + 

   

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Yplus]*Cosy*ip_mag_old_cuda[Yplus] + 
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   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Old_center]*Cosy*ip_mag_old_cuda[Yminus] + 

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Yplus]*Siny*op_mag_old_cuda[Yplus] - 

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Old_center]*Siny*op_mag_old_cuda[Yminus] + 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Zplus]*Cosz*ip_mag_old_cuda[Zplus] + 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Old_center]*Cosz*ip_mag_old_cuda[Zminus] + 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Zplus]*Sinz*op_mag_old_cuda[Zplus] - 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Old_center]*Sinz*op_mag_old_cuda[Zminus]; 

 

  op_mag_new_cuda[New_center] = (1 - (inv_delta_x_sqrd * (diff_x_cuda[Xplus] + 

diff_x_cuda[Old_center]) + inv_delta_y_sqrd * (diff_y_cuda[Yplus] + diff_y_cuda[Old_center]) + 

inv_delta_z_sqrd * (diff_z_cuda[Zplus] + diff_z_cuda[Old_center]))) * op_mag_old_cuda[Old_center] - 

inv_T2_cuda[New_center] * op_mag_old_cuda[Old_center] + 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Xplus]*Cosx*op_mag_old_cuda[Xplus] + 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Old_center]*Cosx*op_mag_old_cuda[Xminus] - 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Xplus]*Sinx*ip_mag_old_cuda[Xplus] + 

   inv_delta_x_sqrd*diff_x_cuda[Old_center]*Sinx*ip_mag_old_cuda[Xminus] + 

   

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Yplus]*Cosy*op_mag_old_cuda[Yplus] + 

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Old_center]*Cosy*op_mag_old_cuda[Yminus] - 

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Yplus]*Siny*ip_mag_old_cuda[Yplus] + 

   inv_delta_y_sqrd*diff_y_cuda[Old_center]*Siny*ip_mag_old_cuda[Yminus] + 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Zplus]*Cosz*op_mag_old_cuda[Zplus] + 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Old_center]*Cosz*op_mag_old_cuda[Zminus] - 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Zplus]*Sinz*ip_mag_old_cuda[Zplus] + 

   inv_delta_z_sqrd*diff_z_cuda[Old_center]*Sinz*ip_mag_old_cuda[Zminus]; 


